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Submarines  18
n The Navy is building a new class 
of nuclear-armed boats to patrol 
the seas and provide strategic deter-
rence. But with more than 5,000 
companies providing materials, 
managing supply chain issues and 
keeping the project on schedule will 
be a challenge.

Helicopters  29
n The Army wants next-generation air-
craft for great power competition and 
is pursuing prototypes. The aviation 
industrial base, still recovering from the 
COVID-19 pandemic, is vying to win 
future vertical lift programs.
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n On March 16, 2020, I departed Honolulu heading home 
after the conclusion of a successful conference conducted with 
our partner Indo-Pacific Command. Little did I know it would 
be my last time on a plane for over a year. The next day the 
National Defense Industrial Association went into lockdown as 
the world changed.

NDIA works to ensure our warfighters enjoy decisive advan-
tage across the spectrum of conflict. We execute by convening 
legal, ethical forums to exchange ideas, information, viewpoints 
and capabilities on issues related to national security. Adapt-
ing to a pandemic challenged NDIA’s models and means for 
connection, communication and collaboration. Moving quickly 
to ensure we could continue to meet the mission became our 
immediate priority, recognizing we were operating in unfamiliar 
territory. 

As my team postponed and then canceled meetings, con-
ferences and events, we quickly realized we had to embrace 
change and innovation to meet constituents’ needs. We needed 
to shift how we convened forums for critical information 
exchange and how we communicated and collaborated with 
our volunteer leaders to plan and execute events. 

We needed to welcome, and embrace, the virtual world.
We recognized meeting face to face was not possible, so 

we had to quickly adapt to retain our hard-earned thought 
leadership position and remain connected to our members 
and partners. The situation required we adopt 
innovative processes and practices to remain at 
the forefront of the issues and policies impact-
ing members and tangibly demonstrate NDIA’s 
leadership in bringing industry, government and 
academia together.  

Relying on our volunteers’ strength, leader-
ship and the relationships we built with gov-
ernment partners, we produced our first major virtual event, 
vSOFIC, in just five weeks. I could not be prouder of the team-
work and incredible effort from all stakeholders highlighted 
by extensive communication and unprecedented collaboration 
to execute an event that maintained SOFIC’s reputation for 
innovation and impact. This success became NDIA’s pathfinder 
for the next 12 months, ensuring the association continued to 
deliver events for industry, government and academia to com-
municate and collaborate in support of the warfighters.

NDIA continued to find more opportunities for engagement 
through virtual conferences, division meetings and member 
webinars. Working with our exceptional volunteer leaders to 
brainstorm new, effective methods to connect and collaborate, 
division meetings experienced higher attendance and participa-
tion. Several conferences found new life exploring opportuni-
ties to combine talents for more robust programs and formats. 

Membership also pivoted to delivering benefits virtually. This 
past year, the Membership team supported 12 Chapter webi-
nars, attracting 1,739 registrants and 1,137 attendees. 

The team also partnered with Strategy & Policy, Divisions 
and our affiliate Women In Defense (WID) to offer 30 mem-

bers-only webinars for 6,559 registrants and 4,001 attendees. 
These provided information on topics including Cybersecurity 
Maturity Model Certification and the Defense Department’s 
resourcing processes. For registrants unable to attend, the asso-
ciation leveraged its new online community, NDIA Connect, 
to make recordings, slides and answers to questions available to 
members on their schedules.

NDIA Connect also enabled more than 60,000 defense 
professionals to stay connected from anywhere, at any time. 
Launched in April 2020, when professionals across the world 
shifted business operations and networking efforts online, 
NDIA Connect offers an effective channel for doing so despite 
temporal and geographical obstacles. Through this online com-
munity, thousands of NDIA members — along with affiliates 
National Training and Simulation Association and WID — have 
engaged on topics of interest to the defense community, pro-
moting our collective mission in support of American warfight-
ers, despite not currently convening in person.

In fact, our members are maximizing their access to NDIA 
Connect by participating in general and specialized communi-
ties through discussion threads and library entries dedicated 
to a wide range of topics. Every day, they are posting their 
thoughts, questions and answers while developing their profes-
sional networks. 

NDIA Connect will remain a critical networking and infor-
mation-sharing capability as the post-pandemic 
business landscape evolves.

Despite, and sometimes because of, the pan-
demic, the Strategy & Policy team shifted into high 
gear while moving to virtual platforms to engage, 
educate and advocate with and on behalf of our 
members. Whether related to the pandemic, the 
normal policy cycle, or brought on by the presiden-

tial transition, we did not skip a beat.
Most indicators point toward a 2022 or 2023 timeframe to 

return to business activity levels enjoyed prior to COVID. Until 
then, NDIA will continue to lead in identifying and providing 
tools for our members to interact, grow and learn.

NDIA recognizes the imperative to provide a marketplace 
for our members to conduct business virtually. While virtual 
meetings will never replace face-to-face interactions, network-
ing or the vibrancy of a trade show, we can and will provide 
the potential for business by connecting all interested parties. 
Giving our members the tools to meet, connect and partner in 
support of our warfighters remains our No. 1 focus, just as it 
was on March 16, 2020.

The past year taught us success requires knowing how to 
listen, be flexible, creative, adaptable, innovative and improvise 
to serve the needs of members and warfighters. We believe, col-
lectively, we achieved great success. However, we look forward 
to connecting in-person as soon as it is safe to do so. ND

Christine M. Klein, CMP, is NDIA’s senior vice president of meetings, 

divisions and partnerships.

Perspective     BY CHRISTINE M. KLEIN

Conducting Business in a Virtual World
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FURTHER READING
“Defense Against the 
Dark Arts in Space”
By Todd Harrison, Kaitlyn 
Johnson and Makena Young
Center for Strategic and 
International Studies

n Space has been 
militarized since 
mankind first 
launched satellites 
into orbit in the 
1950s. But that is 
not necessarily the 
same as “weapon-
ized,” the authors of 
this CSIS report point out.

The perception that space was rela-
tively safe from armed conflict because 
Cold War-era nuclear weapons provid-
ed deterrence has gone by the wayside 
as China, Russia and other nations have 
gone after other means of attacking 
U.S. space assets.

“What is different today is that the 
ability of the United States to deter at-
tacks in space is in doubt,” the authors 
wrote.

They refer to all the ways a space 
system can be attacked as “the dark 
arts,” using a term from the Harry Pot-
ter books as a means to illustrate what 
the U.S. military is up against.

The report divides space weapons 
into different categories: Earth to space, 
space to space, and space to Earth. 
Each of these have kinetic and non-
kinetic versions totaling six variations.

An example of an Earth-to-space 
kinetic weapon would be the direct 
ascent anti-satellite weapon China infa-
mously deployed in 2007. The United 
States, Russia and India have all tested 
this type of capability.

A space-to-space example would 
have one satellite purposefully colliding 
with another to destroy it. The Soviets 
demonstrated this capability, the report 
said.

Other well-known weapons include 
jammers employed from space or 
Earth.

“The fact that space is contested does 
not mean that space is undefendable. 
Rather, it means that the United States 
will have to fight to protect its ability 
to operate in this domain, just as it does 
in the air, land and maritime domains,” 
the report said. — Stew Magnuson

UP FRONT COMPILED BY STEW MAGNUSON

Some Pessimism on Reducing F-35A Flying Costs
n Air Combat Command Commander Gen. Mark Kelly has plans to meet with 
contractors to devise ways to make flying the F-35A joint strike fighter more afford-
able. The ballpark figure for flying the fifth-gen jet is $35,000 per hour now, but the 

service wants to reduce that to $25,000 per hour by 2025.
He isn’t “brimming with confidence,” he told report-

ers. “As I sit here today, I’m not overly confident we’ll get 
there.” 

He added: “I haven’t lost confidence, but that’s one of 
the reasons we are going to have a discussion about it. It’s 
meant to be a confidence-building session where we get 
together and not talk about how we feel, but no kidding 
the plan of action and milestones to achieve $25,000 cost 
per flying hour by 2025.”

For more on the F-35, see page 8.

Reed Pushes Global Supply Chain Reform
n Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman Sen. Jack Reed, D-R.I., said officials 
need to better protect the U.S. supply chain.

Recent personal protective equipment and microchip shortages caused by the CO-
VID-19 pandemic were a “wake-up call,” he told reporters.

He has asked Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin III to consider collecting more infor-
mation on supply chains. The United States should encourage production in friendly 
nations, Reed noted.

“I don’t think we can ever in this global economy say everything has to be produced 
in America, but I think we can try to identify reliable allies … who would be willing 
and able to provide us supplies in case of tensions or conflict,” Reed said.

For more on the microchip shortage see page 17.

What’s So Funny About the Space Force?
n Astrophysicist and science communicator Neil deGrasse Tyson said the Space 
Force’s public relations problem can be solved with comedy.

For example, a Saturday Night Live skit could show cast members trying to live 
normal lives, while technology powered by space is gradually removed. The upshot? 
Leave the actors in a cave desperately trying to communicate with the outside world.

He made the suggestion to Gen. John “Jay” Raymond, 
chief of space operations, during a “fireside chat” at a recent 
Air Force Association conference. 

“It’s a matter of moving what we take for granted into 
something that’s front and center in our lives,” Tyson said. 

Tyson’s recommendation came shortly after White 
House Press Secretary Jen Psaki had to apologize for mak-
ing a joke about the service in a press conference.

Job Hoppers Wanted
n Joan Johnson, deputy assistant secretary of the Navy for research, development, 
test and evaluation, said the new generation of digital natives coming out of universi-
ties today aren’t interested in earning a 30-year retirement pin.

“We have got to cultivate a ready workforce of scientists and engineers on a scale to 
solve the DoD’s big problems,” she said at NDIA’s POST conference.

But the military, academia and private industry are all after the same talent pool.
The solution: learn to share. These students want a host of different experiences, 

she said. Allow them to maneuver easily between government, academia and corpora-
tions. “It satisfies their desire for diverse opportunities but it also allows us to grow the 
best and brightest talent for the DoD,” she said. ND 

                                                                                          — Reporting by Stew Magnuson and Meredith Roaten
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Hello, Goodbye
n Will Roper, former assistant secretary 
of the Air Force for acquisition, technol-
ogy and logistics, joined Pallas Advisors 
as a senior counselor.

BAE Systems Inc. named Lisa 
Hand as vice president and gen-
eral manager for the company’s 
Integrated Defense Solutions. 
She leads an organization of 
more than 2,600 employees 
across the United States and 
abroad. 

Air Force Lt. Gen. Robert 
Skinner replaced Vice Adm. 
Nancy Norton as director of the 
Defense Information Systems Agency. 
Norton spent 34 years in the Navy, 
joining DISA in 2018 as its first female 
director. 

Brig. Gen. Christine Beeler, Mission 
and Installation Contracting Command 
commanding general, is now the Army 
Contracting Command commander at 
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama.

Brig. Gen. David Trybula, who was 
the commanding general of White 
Sands Missile Range and deputy com-
manding general for developmental 
testing at the Army Test and Evaluation 
Command, takes over as deputy com-
manding general of the Combat Capa-
bilities Development Directorate; and as 
senior commander of the Natick Soldier 

Systems Center in Massachusetts.
Retired Army Lt. Gen. Robert Ashley 

Jr., former Defense Intelligence Agency 
director, joined the Center for a New 

American Security think tank as 
an adjunct senior fellow.

Leidos agreed to pay $380 mil-
lion to acquire naval engineering 
and design firm Gibbs & Cox, 
which has 525 employees based 
in Arlington, Virginia.

Essex Industries acquired 
Stevens Manufacturing, an aero-
space and defense manufactur-
ing company located in Milford, 
Connecticut. Essex Industries is 

a supplier of platform controls, aircraft 
components, emergency breathing 
and liquid oxygen equipment. Stevens 
Manufacturing provides precision 
machined parts and sub-assemblies to 
companies supporting the rotorcraft 
market. It will continue to operate with 
its 54 employees as Stevens Manufac-
turing in Milford.

CAE entered into an agreement to 
acquire L3Harris Technologies’ military 
training businesses for $1.05 billion. 
The L3Harris training businesses 
include Link Simulation & Training, 
Doss Aviation and AMI. L3Harris Link 
is one of the leading U.S. providers of 
military training services; Doss Aviation 
is the provider of initial flight training 

to the Air Force; and AMI is a design 
and manufacturing facility for simula-
tor hardware. The L3Harris businesses 
would operate under CAE USA, head-
quartered in Tampa, Florida.

Another notable training-and-simula-
tion merger included three companies. 
IDS International acquired DECO, a 
global training and specialized technical 
services company, and GovSource.

With the acquisitions, IDS Interna-
tional now has about 1,400 employees 
doing business in over 20 countries. ND

n The Army Aviation Association of America was determined 
to have its annual confab in-person in Nashville this year, but 

the Army put the kybosh on those plans. No matter. This issue of National Defense 
features several rotorcraft stories starting on page 27 as a consolation.

NDIA made the call to take the Special Operations Forces Industry Conference 
virtual for the second year in a row. The vSOFIC event will take place May 17-21. ND

Coming Soon
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By the Numbers
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Intelligence 
RDT&E Investments 
By Warfighting 
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FY 2015-2025

Roper

Hand

Source: National Security Commission 
on Artificial Intelligence and Govini

For more on the commission’s 
findings, see page 20.
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n I was driving in the Lancashire countryside with an English 
friend of mine a couple years ago when I spotted what looked 
to be a crumbling tower on a hilltop.

“What’s that?” I asked. “Some kind of Roman ruins?”
“No,” he laughed. “That’s a folly. Haven’t you heard of a 

folly?”
I knew the word, of course, but never in this context. Appar-

ently, British aristocracy had old-looking structures constructed 
on their lands to make it seem like they owned something 
interesting or historic, when they really didn’t.

The word “folly” comes to mind when considering the bor-
der wall constructed in the Southwest United States over the 
past four years.

Was it a folly, or did the last administration leave behind 
something useful for national security? It’s an important ques-
tion because some $922 million was taken from the Defense 
Department’s infrastructure budget to construct some 450 
miles of border barriers — most of it reportedly 30-foot-tall 
steel fencing replacing older infrastructure. 

Four years ago, in a column written shortly before President 
Donald Trump was sworn in, I predicted that the border wall 
as he described it in his campaign would never be built, even if 
he served two terms. It’s fair to look back at that column and 
determine what I got right and what I got wrong.

First of all, I put aside the discussion on 
whether there should be a wall or fencing 
at all. It’s every sovereign nation’s right to 
determine whom it lets pass through its 
border and what kind of infrastructure it 
wants to build there. That’s not the debate. 

The thinking behind the column I wrote 
four years ago was based on three inves-
tigative trips to the Southwest border, 
extensive reporting on the George W. Bush 
administration’s Secure Border Initiative 
and years of covering the Department of 
Homeland Security and Defense Department’s cumbersome 
acquisition systems.

My thesis was that it would take the slow acquisition system 
years to determine the right technology for the border and to 
choose a contractor, thus eating up time before construction 
kicked off. 

It’s obvious that prediction was off base as a whopping 450 
miles of new or replacement fencing was completed before the 
Biden administration called a halt to the project in January. On 
its face, that’s an impressive number.

We now know that the Trump administration simply 
ignored the traditional acquisition system, ran roughshod over 
federal environmental regulations and paid for the project by 
raiding the Defense Department’s infrastructure accounts.

According to documents acquired by McClatchy News 
Service, the former administration requested $3.6 billion in 
Defense Department funds, but spent only $922 million.

That’s still a lot of money. What happened over the past 

four years should be put aside and the question should now 
be, “We have 450 miles of new barriers — now what?”

Is the new infrastructure effective? There needs to be a seri-
ous, bipartisan, unemotional and unflinching study on what 
exactly U.S. taxpayers received for their money.

Keep in mind that no wall has ever been built that human 
ingenuity hasn’t been able to defeat. That was a lesson I 
learned visiting the Checkpoint Charlie Museum in West 
Berlin back in 1985 — the bad old days when the Berlin Wall 
still stood and attempting to cross it could result in death. The 
museum was full of displays showing the numerous clever 
ways freedom-seeking East Germans defeated the most heavily 
armed border structure ever built.

If the new fence can’t be 100 percent effective, what is an 
acceptable number to measure success?

Border Patrol agents I rode along with in the 2000s always 
described fencing, car barriers and cameras as something tacti-
cal. None of them ever said the infrastructure could stop every 
would-be migrant. Fences slowed down border crossers, mak-
ing it easier to catch them. 

Meanwhile, the Trump administration seemed to want a 
“strategic” wall — something that would keep out migrants 
seeking work, leaving more jobs for Americans, along with 
criminal aliens, rendering America as a whole, safer. 

The study should determine if the 
new barriers are tactically useful for Bor-
der Patrol agents, and if so where? Any 
investigation should start by asking these 
agents, who know the lay of the land bet-
ter than any bureaucrat.

The “where” question is important 
because DHS officials in the past have 
said there didn’t need to be a border wall 
stretching from the Gulf of Mexico to 
the Pacific Ocean — as Trump envisioned 
— because nature and topography often 

provided the needed barriers.
As the Bush administration discovered during the Secure 

Border Initiative, building fences is expensive, but maintenance 
costs are forever. 

The forces of nature — wind, extreme heat, extreme cold 
and gravity — are already wearing on the “Trump Wall.” Drug 
smugglers and would-be migrants are looking for structural 
weaknesses to exploit and creating holes that need to be 
repaired.

A study should determine what parts of the wall are worth 
maintaining and estimate how much this will cost. If there’s no 
upkeep, then the fencing will begin to deteriorate and it will 
truly end up as a folly. 

The story of the Trump Wall did not end with the stroke 
of President Joe Biden’s pen. The next administration could 
restart construction, or Congress could mandate it. But before 
that happens, taxpayers should know if they are receiving any 
value for their money. ND

So We Have a Border Wall — Now What?

Editor’s Notes     BY STEW MAGNUSON
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n Before the Marine Corps can fully utilize the power of AI 
technology and the efficiencies it brings, the service must over-
come one major hurdle: trust. 

That’s the message from Commandant Gen. David Berger. 
“We’re going to have to trust artificial intelligence,” he said 

during remarks at the National Defense Industrial Association’s 
Expeditionary Warfare Conference in February. “We’re not 
trusting today.”

Whether it’s “sensor-to-shooter or fuel to a frontline unit, we 
put humans in the loop at about 16 places because we don’t 
trust it yet,” he said.

The best way to boost confidence in the technology is to 
have Marines train machines, he said. “Then we’ll trust it.”

Brig. Gen. Eric Austin, director of the Marine Corps’ Capa-
bilities Development Directorate, said building that faith in 
artificial intelligence will unlock its potential.

Service leaders believe the technology will be a key enabler 
for troops. 

“How do we improve the Marine’s ability to understand 
the environment, make a decision based on what they see 
and then act, and ensure that those actions are communicated 
across the force — and do it faster than an adversary?” Berger 
said. “Some of the technology for doing that already exists.”

Artificial intelligence could assist the service with sifting 
through large quantities of data to provide commanders with 
targeted information, he said.

Intelligence information “can be stored, sorted and 
downloaded from a cloud for our forward deployed 
forces,” he said.

Austin said intelligence analysis is one of the ser-
vice’s most mature applications of AI. The Marine 
Corps is developing tools to process vast amounts of 
data, provide rapid situational awareness to relieve cognitive 
burdens and enable Marines to focus on making critical deci-
sions, he said.

The service is also employing artificial intelligence for force 
protection, he noted. It is currently using the technology for a 
counter-drone effort to protect forward bases.

The capability is “really neat because it’s a sensor-agnostic 
approach that provides the inputs through an artificial intel-
ligence framework and leverages algorithms to discriminate 
threats and offer means to mitigate them, to reduce the bur-
den on operators and … increase the velocity and accuracy of 
human decisions,” Austin said.

The service is also investing in systems that allow Marines to 
access data at the tactical edge while operating in denied and 
degraded environments with limited bandwidth by prioritizing 
dissemination of the most critical data, he added.

Other key areas of AI development include business process-
es, support for maintenance missions and improving logistics, 
he said. It could also be used to inform force development. 

The Marine Corps wants to move beyond just the analytics 
aspect of AI and pursue systems that can truly make recom-
mendations rapidly, he noted. 

Austin said the service is on the verge of unprecedented 
change driven not only by the emergence of new capabilities, 
but modifications to tactics, techniques and procedures.

“We’ve got to not only realize new capabilities, but we’ve 
got to know how to use them,” he said. “Part of that comes 
from just getting these capabilities and these tools in the hands 
of the Marines and watching them go.”

While the service has AI experts and data scientists on its 
team, developing the technology is not as simple as just knock-
ing on their door and asking for a system, Austin said.

Artificial intelligence and other emerging technologies such 
as unmanned systems are ubiquitous across the military’s port-
folio of activities and warfighting functional areas, “which adds 
to the complexity of our approach,” he said.

Key to the way ahead will be to continue to operationalize 
AI in meaningful and increasingly sophisticated ways, he said. 
Marines will need to value, understand, field and employ these 
types of platforms to gain an advantage. The service will need 
to invest in the science and technology underlying AI systems 
and test them during experimentation events, Austin said.

The Marine Corps will also need to be open to making mis-
takes and learning from them as it embarks on an AI-enabled 
future, he added.

“We’re going to goof it up sometimes. You’re going to fail,” 
he said. 

Ultimately, the technology will be useful across 
multiple lanes, whether it’s business systems, applica-
tions like Joint All-Domain Command and Control — 
which is being pegged as an internet-of-military-things 
— or advanced weapon platforms, Austin said. 

“We’re just going to learn a lot and find new ways to 
use it,” he said. 

Meanwhile, AI can help with force readiness, Berger said in 
a recent Washington Post op-ed that he co-authored with Air 
Force Chief of Staff Gen. Charles “CQ” Brown Jr. with the 
headline, “To Compete with China and Russia, the U.S. Mili-
tary Must Redefine ‘Readiness.’”

In the op-ed, the generals argue that readiness “has become 
synonymous with availability,” and note that this short-term 
and narrow view is poorly suited for great power competition. 

“We propose a new framework for defining readiness, one 
that better balances today’s needs with those of tomorrow, 
incorporating elements of current availability, modernization 
and risk,” they wrote. “As a starting point, we recommend add-
ing to readiness metrics new layers of analysis utilizing artificial 
intelligence to leverage the military’s data-rich environment. 
Such a framework would enable military service chiefs to bet-
ter prioritize investments in research, development and future 
force design initiatives, rather than spending the majority of 
their resources on making decades-old capabilities ready for 
employment.”

This framework would deliver forces that combatant com-
manders need today but also invest in capabilities needed for 
the future, they said. ND
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n The future of F-35A joint strike fighter procurement 
will likely be affected by the development of robotic jets 
— known as loyal wingmen — and how the Air Force 
decides to integrate them into the tactical aircraft fleet, 
according to one leading analyst.

A TacAir study has been launched by Air Force Chief 
of Staff Gen. Charles “CQ” Brown Jr. to determine the 
right force mix and quantities of aircraft that the service 
needs to have 10 to 15 years from now to be successful in a 
potential conflict with an advanced adversary such as China.

“One of the conversations we are having is, what does a 
fighter squadron look like in the future?” Brown told reporters 
recently. That includes determining how many manned and 
unmanned platforms should be part of it. “It’s an area we have 
to look at as part of this study.”

The outcome of the review is expected to drive funding deci-
sions starting with the fiscal year 2023 budget request. 

Richard Aboulafia, vice president of analysis at the Teal 
Group, an aerospace consulting firm, praised the decision to 
review the tactical aircraft portfolio.

“You’re talking about something that consumes $10 billion-
plus a year in resources,” he said. “Decisions made today impact 
force mix decades hence. … In terms of what’s being purchased 
and when it’s being purchased, I think it’s high time for a proper 
strategic review to drive things.”

Brown said he sees a need for some “lower end” fourth-gen 
fighters, higher end fifth-gen platforms such as the F-35, and 
a future sixth-gen capability known as Next-Generation Air 
Dominance, or NGAD.

How will aircraft procurement shake out in coming years?
“The big variable is maturation of loyal wingman and effec-

tiveness of loyal wingman,” Aboulafia said.
The robotic aircraft, which are under development by a 

number of contractors, are expected to be relatively inexpensive 
planes designed to serve as force multipliers and accompany 
manned fighters into battle, which will require networking. The 
Air Force hopes to begin integrating the drones into the fleet by 
2023.

“That might actually help the F-35” when it comes to aircraft 

purchases because the joint strike fighter is expected to 
provide cutting edge data-sharing capabilities, Aboulafia 
said. “You could easily see a scenario where it’s acceler-
ated” in the short- to medium-term, which would likely 
result in the Air Force purchasing lower quantities of 
fourth-gen fighters such as the F-15.

However, Boeing has said that the company’s upgrad-
ed F-15EX was built with manned-unmanned teaming 
in mind. Other fourth-generation platforms might also 
be able to leverage loyal wingmen, which would reduce 
the need for F-35s, Aboulafia noted.

“It could be that loyal wingman is viewed as connectable to 
any platform,” he said. “In which case, the air vehicle matters 
less, and why rely exclusively on the F-35” for quarterbacking 
robo-jets when less expensive systems can get the job done?

The Lockheed Martin-built F-35A currently has a price tag 
of about $80 million per plane, on par with some fourth-gen 
platforms. However, the joint strike fighter has much higher 
operating and sustainment costs, although Lockheed officials say 
they are working with the Air Force to further drive those down 
in coming years.

Aboulafia doesn’t anticipate cuts to F-35A procurement 
anytime soon to free up money to invest in Next-Generation 
Air Dominance because that program is still in the research-
and-development phase. However, in the long term he said he 
doubts the Air Force will ever come close to its planned total 
buy of 1,763 F-35As, as a variety of new platforms — including 
robo-jets — come online that will compete for funding.

Meanwhile, the Air Force Research Laboratory’s loyal wing-
man program known as Skyborg is moving along, and contracts 
have been awarded to a slew of companies to provide proto-
types.

“They’re making pretty good strides,” Brown said of the firms 
developing the aircraft.

In March, Boeing announced the successful completion of 
the first test flight of the Loyal Wingman system it has been 
developing for the Royal Australian Air Force. The company is 
also offering a version of it to the U.S. Air Force for the Skyborg 
program. ND — Additional reporting by Stew Magnuson
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n The Defense Innovation Unit received nearly 1,000 
proposals in response to its solicitations last year, another 
sign that the Pentagon’s outreach to commercial industry is 
bearing fruit.

DIU was launched in 2015 by then-Secretary of Defense 
Ash Carter to bridge the gap between the military and the 
nation’s tech hubs. It is headquartered in Mountain View, 
California, in Silicon Valley, with additional outposts in 
Austin, Texas, Boston and the Pentagon.

“DIU’s mission to strengthen U.S. national security by 
increasing the military’s adoption of commercial technol-
ogy and to grow the national security innovation base is 
critical not only to maintaining a strategic advantage over 
our adversaries but also to the strength of our economy,” the 
organization said in its recently released 2020 annual report.

Over the past five years, the unit has leveraged more than 
$11 billion in private investment, the document noted.

“The startups, established companies, venture capital 
firms, investors and traditional defense contractors that DIU 
works with to deliver the best commercial technology to 
the Department of Defense are … fundamental sources of 
dual-use technologies,” it said.

In 2020, DIU initiated 23 new projects, a 35 percent year-
over-year increase. It received a total of 944 commercial 
proposals and increased the average number of proposals 
per solicitation by 52 percent compared with 2019.

Fifty-six other transaction agreements for prototyping 
were awarded to companies, the majority of which were 
small businesses or nontraditional firms. A total of $108 
million in prototype funding was obligated. Between June 
2016 and December 2020, DIU facilitated more than $640 
million in prototype funding, according to the report.

Notably, the unit in 2020 facilitated the transition of 11 
successful commercial prototypes to its Defense Depart-

ment partners for large-volume 
procurement, an increase of 22 
percent over the previous year. 

About 43 percent of DIU’s 
projects to date have yielded 
at least one prototype that has 
transitioned to production, ac-
cording to the report. Fifty-one 
ongoing projects have proto-
types that will be eligible for 

transition to production if successfully completed.
“What began in 2015 as an experiment to lead Depart-

ment of Defense outreach to commercial innovators has 
become a gateway for business between leading-edge com-
panies and the U.S. military,” the report said.

DIU’s main technology focus areas have been artificial 
intelligence, autonomy, cyber, human systems and space. 
In October, it added advanced energy and materials to its 
portfolio.

“We look forward to providing even more high-impact 
solutions that will bolster our military’s strategic, operational 
and tactical advantage,” the organization said. ND

n The United States has been pushing its European allies to 
invest more in defense. How might it facilitate that? Help 
establish a new financial institution, suggested a new think tank 
report.

NATO’s renewed focus on modernization is being spurred 
by Russia’s resurgence. However, the alliance has not fully 
leveraged one of its potentially most powerful assets — the 
collective financial clout of its members, said a study by the 
Center for American Progress, “NATO’s Financing Gap: Why 
NATO Should Create Its Own Bank.”

The Biden administration needs to restore the U.S. commit-
ment to the alliance and bolster it, according to analysts Max 
Bergmann and Siena Cicarelli, who co-authored the document. 

“In order to do so, it must take up new approaches to spur 
investment” in modernization, they said. “The NATO alliance 
should set up its own bank to invest in key military capabilities, 
invest in dual-use infrastructure and strengthen the financial 
wherewithal of the alliance.”

The envisioned bank would resemble other multilateral 
financial institutions but focus on furthering allied defense 
priorities. It would provide low-interest, long-term loans to 
members lacking the resources to invest in needed capabilities.

“Although many major arms-export nations provide de-
fense financing to countries that make acquisitions from their 
defense industry, … these efforts are often very limited and 
highly targeted, offer rates that are still too high to address the 
challenges NATO is seeking to address, and are limited in what 
they can and cannot fund,” the study said.

In the startup phase, the bank could build its lending ability 
by collecting investments from member-states over a multi-
year period. Reserves would accumulate over time, and the 
bank could eventually become self-sustaining, the authors said.

The amount of capital required would be a small percentage 
of its overall lending capacity, they noted. For the bank to lend 
$10 billion, it may only need to hold $1.5 billion in reserves.

“Wealthier members would need to provide initial startup 
capital, while member states that are the intended recipients 
for loans would need to agree to participate,” the report said. 
“NATO allies would set priorities for what the bank should 
fund, seeking to balance the need to address urgent critical 
shortfalls with longer-term priorities.”

The creation of the bank would better position the alliance 
to manage the financial challenges of an armed conflict, and 
could also help strengthen non-NATO member states that are 
critical to the security of Europe, the study noted. ND
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n The Air Force and Space Force are making technology in-
vestments to prepare for current and future energy challenges.

As civilian regulations for clean and efficient energy continue 
to advance, the military is making efforts to reduce fuel con-
sumption and decrease emissions while continuing to recognize 
the importance of ensuring fuel availability to warfighters, said 
Kristen Baldwin, deputy assistant secretary for science, technol-
ogy and engineering in the office of the assistant secretary of 
the Air Force for acquisition, technology and logistics.

“What I see as our most pressing opportunity is to ensure 
promising technologies transition to the warfighter quickly,” 
Baldwin said during the Air Force Association’s virtual Aero-
space Warfare Symposium in February. “I believe that we can 
and should do this by redesigning how we emphasize and 
reward programs that make lifecycle energy efficiency consider-
ations a prerogative from the start.”

The military should also design opportunities for adoption of 
new technologies into fielded systems by enabling them to be 
modified as new tech becomes available, she said.

The Air Force Research Laboratory is tackling the issue by in-
vesting in four key S&T efforts. These include: advanced engine 
concepts, weight and power reduction, advanced or alternative 
fuels, and batteries. 

AFRL is developing technology for next-generation turbine 
engines through its advanced turbine technologies for afford-
able mission capability program, Baldwin said.

“We have government and industry teams working together 
on advanced turbine-based propulsion power and thermal 
technologies for legacy as well as [those] in development and 
future military propulsion programs,” she said. 

Technology goals include reducing costs and increasing fuel 
efficiency, she said. Capabilities that the lab is looking for 
include adaptive engines with variable turbines, high pressure 
ratio compressors and ultra-compact combustors for long-range 
air superiority. 

In terms of weight and power reductions, the laboratory is 
investing in two areas of electrification in order to support ef-
ficiency, system performance and weight reduction.

“We’ve got research in turboelectric and hybrid electric tech-
nologies,” she said. “We’re looking at megawatt-class facilities 
that can help enable testing and development.”

The service is also looking at new materials that can provide 
significant structural weight savings and improve fuel efficiency, 
she said.

Additionally, AFRL has a fuels and energy branch that is 
working on advanced and alternative solutions.

“We have ongoing research in targeting fundamental chemis-
try that can help enable improved fuel quality and military per-
formance,” she said. “We’re also exploiting combustion proper-
ties to increase system performance, we’re looking at hot fuel 
thermal management architectures, and we’re looking at fuel 
technologies and formulations that enable hypersonic flight.”

Lastly, the lab is investing in battery research, which is rel-
evant for all domains of warfare, she said.

“We have a three-year project co-funded with industry that 
is looking to develop a high-rate battery with increased power, 
decreased weight and volume, and more timely recharging,” she 
said.“We have a lot that we can gather here in the Department 
of Defense from our commercial partners who have this same 
challenge that we do.”  - MM
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n Northrop Grumman is looking to add an anti-submarine 
mission to its Fire Scout unmanned helicopter, a company 
executive said. 

The potential upgrade — known as multistatic acoustic 
search — is a technology that uses a network of buoys to 
locate objects in the water, said Dan Redman, the company’s 
Fire Scout maritime mission expansion lead.

A test conducted last fall confirmed that a Fire Scout 
dropping a series of acoustic detection buoys would save 
time and manpower during submarine detection missions, he 
said.

There are no existing Navy requirements for the capability, 
but as defense budgets decrease and submarine threats from 
Russia and China increase, the need for a more efficient way 
to detect enemy subs will continue to grow, Redman said.

Both Moscow and Beijing have increased their submarine 
activity in the North Atlantic and Western Pacific, he added.

“We have a lot of water, and we don’t have very many as-
sets,” he said. “The area that we’re looking at now is the size 
of an area that used to be reserved for long-endurance patrol 
airplanes, not helicopters.”

The MQ-8C Fire Scout unmanned helicopter can fly for 
up to 12 hours. The Navy awarded Northrop Grumman a 
$262 million contract in 2010 to build the platform, which 
achieved initial operating capability in 2018.

The anti-submarine warfare capability used multistatic 
acoustic search using small buoys developed by Ultra Mari-
time, a U.K.-based shipbuilding company. 

The October test off the coast of Southern California in-
volved a modified, manned Bell 407 helicopter that acted as 
a surrogate for Fire Scout, Redman said. The aircraft carried 
a pod launcher, which dropped the sonobuoys into the water 
to search for signals. During a 12-hour mission, a Fire Scout 
can carry up to 40 G-size buoys, which are half the size of 
the typical A-size buoy.

The Fire Scout was able to spread the buoys farther apart, 
boosting the search area. This approach enables the platform 
to do more with less, Redman said.

Multiple countries have submitted requests for informa-
tion about the new system, but Redman declined to provide 
details. - MR

n A startup company that builds satellite antennas an-
nounced in February that it received approximately $40 
million in investments for its next-generation multi-orbit 
connectivity terminal.

Isotropic Systems, which is based in Reading, United 
Kingdom, received the influx of funding through an ef-
fort led by satellite operator SES, with contributions from 
Boeing HorizonX Global Ventures — a corporate venture 
arm of the Boeing Co., the U.K. Space Agency and Promus 
Ventures, a U.S.-based technology investment firm.

With the funding secured, Isotropic Systems plans to 
accelerate the development of its multi-beam antenna. The 
technology is capable of simultaneously linking with mul-
tiple satellites in different orbits. Systems that many defense 
agencies currently use provide them with a patchwork of 
networks that require numerous antennas that can’t keep 
up with the growing demand for connectivity, the company 
said in a statement.

There are four separate orbits that companies in the 
global space industry are launching satellites into, said Brian 
Billman, vice president of product management at Isotropic 
Systems.

“There’s going to be this explosion of capacity across all 
of those orbits, so now instead of having very few number 
of satellites to choose from at any given time from a single 
part of the Earth — and having those satellites very far 
away — you could potentially have hundreds of satellites 
within your field of view across various different orbits for 
that user terminal to select from, and all of those constel-
lations are going to have a different” characteristic, Billman 
said.

Ideally, a user would want to be able to take their satellite 
communications traffic and route it to any satellite on any 
orbit, Billman said. “That’s really what we’re unlocking with 

the multi-beam capabil-
ity, because now all of 
a sudden you have a 
terminal that can create 
multiple links at the 
same time from a single 
terminal.”

On the heels of its 
successful fundraising 
wave, the company is in 
the midst of a number 
of key commercial and 
government trials. 

Isotropic will be dem-
onstrating its capability for a program under the Air Force 
Research Laboratory and the Army Research Engineering 
Team at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, this year.

It is also working with the Navy through the Defense In-
novation Unit to test if the technology is applicable on the 
Navy’s new Zumwalt-class destroyer. 

Isotropic Systems’ full commercial product will become 
available in mid-2022. - MM
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n The demand for more autonomous capabilities is 
growing, but more trust in the systems is needed, defense 
industry executives say.

To bolster faith in autonomous platforms, industry 
should collect more data to train robots and focus on 
developing capabilities that help the United States keep 
pace with adversaries, aeronautics executives said during 
a panel discussion at the Air Force Association’s virtual 
Aerospace Warfare Symposium in February. 

Jared Hayes, senior director of autonomous aviation 
and technology at Boeing, said aircraft can already fly 
“completely autonomously,” but the capability isn’t being 
fully utilized.

“The only way we’re going to build that trust is if we 
get it out there into the field,” he said. “We start to ma-
ture that, as a part of some of those operational exercises, 
and put it in the warfighters’ hands and see what the 
game-changing effect that comes out of that is.”

Darren Moe, senior director of automation, autonomy 
and artificial intelligence at General Atomics Aeronauti-
cal Systems, said the defense industry has made progress 
changing minds about robotic platforms. 

“In the past, it was always, ‘Hey, let’s talk about auto-
mation making manpower more efficient, but don’t talk 
about autonomy,’” Moe said. “We don’t want to be seen 
as Terminator Skynet, making killer robots with no hu-
man in the loop.”

The 2018 National Defense Strategy’s call for more 
autonomous systems played a role in increasing demand 
as possibilities soared for unmanned weapons, he noted.

Autonomous systems could benefit from modeling-
and-simulation technology, which has taken on a re-
newed importance in the industrial base, said Tim Barton, 
chief technology officer of Dynetics Group. He pointed 
to the rise in digital twin technology — virtual replicas 
of physical devices used for simulations — as a way to 
expose automated systems to 
more scenarios which could 
reduce uncertainty around a 
platform’s performance. 

Manufacturers need to 
continue to develop au-
tonomous systems’ ability to 
sense when they are being 
tampered with and protect their mission, Barton noted.

Hayes added that industry should focus on progress-
ing past deterministic behaviors sets, or a rules-based set 
of decision aids, going into a system. When manned and 
unmanned systems team up, pilots should be able to rely 
on autonomous platforms to do their job, Hayes said.

“It is easier to follow an autonomous asset than it is to 
have an autonomous asset follow you and safely maintain 
formation patterns, etc.,” he said. “That’s really the jour-
ney we’re on and the technology is close.” - MR

n RangeForce, a Manassas, Virginia-based cybersecurity train-
ing company, recently announced new remote learning courses 
to help professionals working in digital security bolster their 
education.

Gordon Lawson, president of the firm, noted that there 
are currently three million open cybersecurity positions in 
the industry. Meanwhile, cyber theft is on the rise, with some  
projections estimating there will be $10 trillion in cybercrime 
costs through 2025.

Analysts and experts have pushed the Biden administration 
to beef up its approach to cybersecurity with measures such 
as creating more layered defenses and courting talented cyber 
professionals. 

To help fill the United States’ cyber workforce gap, Range-
Force introduced eight programs in February geared toward 
in-demand positions in the industry today.  

“You have these pretty intense threats, whether that’s crimi-
nal or nation-state, that certainly the government has to be 
prepared for,” as well as private companies, he said.

The programs will prepare individuals for different positions 
including security operations center analysts, threat hunters, 
web application security, secure coding, cloud security and 
Microsoft core security. 

Cloud security training has become a prominent skill set 
following a Capitol One security breach in 2019 that drew na-
tional attention to the issue, Lawson said. RangeForce’s course 
for that set covers attack techniques including lateral move-
ment — how hackers search through data and assets — and 
crypto-mining — forcing mining software onto the victim’s 
computer — and how to defend against them.

The National Guard and Air Force have purchased the train-
ing platform but Lawson declined to give further details.

Interest in remote cybersecurity training opportunities has 
grown during the COVID-19 pandemic, he said. The com-
pany’s new program allows trainees to practice continuously 
unlike some of the more common, short-term cybersecurity 
programs.

“You learn by doing,” he said.
Trainees using the program can make mistakes as they learn 

without the high stakes of dealing with sensitive information, 
he noted.

Though the different courses focus on a variety of specialties, 
Lawson emphasized the need for cross-training in the cyberse-
curity industry because security threats can often involve issues 
relating to more than one area.

“We want to make sure that we expose security practitioners 
to these different topic areas to give them ... a deep knowledge 
so that they know where the pitfalls are, they know where and 
how vulnerabilities can exist,” he said.  - MR
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n “If you can’t see it, you can’t shoot it. And if you can’t see it, 
you can’t deter it either,” said Air Force Gen. John Hyten, vice 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

In a recent interview, Hyten discussed the way forward for 
integrated air-and-missile defense, saying the key to missile 
defeat and defense is “the sensory capability that can track that 
missile.”

This sentiment has been echoed by other leaders.
During her Senate confirmation, Deputy Secretary of 

Defense Kathleen Hicks was asked about her priorities, reply-
ing: “I would assess ongoing efforts to improve national missile 
defense, with a particular focus on improving discrimination 
capabilities and sensors for detection of both ballistic and 
hypersonic missiles.”

The Defense Department has already worked to upgrade 
interceptor capabilities.

After scrapping the Redesigned Kill Vehicle program, the 
Missile Defense Agency began pursuing the Next-Generation 
Interceptor, expected to roll out within the next decade. The 
interceptor will enhance the Ground-based 
Midcourse Defense system based in California 
and Alaska, but a 10-year gap in capability 
presents a risk.

With growing concerns about potential 
threats, lawmakers are pushing for an addi-
tional layer of defense. Per the fiscal year 2021 
National Defense Authorization Act, Congress 
has tasked the Pentagon to deliver 20 new interim ground-
based interceptors capable of protecting the homeland.

According to the bill, the interim interceptors should 
“address the majority of current and near- to mid-term pro-
jected ballistic missile threats to the United States homeland 
from rogue nations.” 

North Korea and Iran remain a threat to America and its 
allies, so the United States must be well-equipped to defend 
against long-range weapons.

But what about efforts to advance sensor technologies? Also 
noted in the NDAA were lawmakers’ concerns regarding the 
lack of budgeting for key programs to improve overall sensor 
architecture, including the Homeland Defense Radar-Hawaii 
and AN/TPY-2, as well as the development and deployment of 
the hypersonic and ballistic tracking space sensor.

Senior “military and civilian officials have stated repeatedly 
that space-based sensors are the most effective path to improv-
ing both homeland and theater missile defenses against a wide 
range of missile threats,” states the NDAA.

Those agreeing include Indo-Pacific Command, which just 
laid out its investment priorities for the new Pacific Deterrence 
Initiative. Included in the report — written by PACOM Com-
mander Adm. Philip Davidson — was a request of $2.3 billion 
for “a constellation of space-based radars.”

Sensors are the eyes and ears of missile defense and are criti-
cal for detecting and tracking missiles through all phases of 
their trajectory, either by space-based satellites or by land- and 

sea-based radars. Some sensors, such as early warning radar and 
X-band radar, have discrimination capabilities to distinguish 
whether an incoming object actually poses a threat, is simply 
debris, or perhaps is a deliberate countermeasure.

As it faces the evolving threat of hypersonic missiles and 
maneuvering reentry vehicles, the U.S. defense industry is 
working to meet the challenge, with Northrop Grumman 
and L3Harris selected in January to build prototypes for the 
HBTSS space-based sensor. Lockheed Martin, Boeing and Ray-
theon have also won past contracts with the Missile Defense 
Agency to develop hypersonic missile defense systems.

Dr. Mark Lewis, executive director of NDIA’s new Emerg-
ing Technologies Institute, and the immediate past director of 
defense research and engineering and acting deputy undersec-
retary in charge of technology modernization, said hypersonic 
weapons will add a new level of complexity to missile defense. 

“Hypersonic systems don’t just introduce speed; they bring 
a combination of speed, maneuverability, range and altitude 
that makes timely detecting, tracking and defeating particularly 

difficult. That’s why the United States is pur-
suing such weapons; it’s also why our peer 
competitors are doing the same,” he said.

Lewis has observed that success requires 
more than just spotting and identifying a 
hypersonic weapon, but also retaining cus-
tody until it can be rendered ineffective. 
“These systems can be stopped but doing 

so will require leveraging state-of-the-art space sensors, rapid 
processing and decision-making, and an assortment of available 
intercept techniques.” 

The question is whether the Pentagon considers sensor inno-
vation a priority, as the allocation of funding per the fiscal year 
2021 budget request has fallen short.

Hypersonic defense is clearly lagging when compared with 
hypersonic strike capabilities. If the United States wants to 
outpace competitors like Russia and China, an enhanced and 
integrated sensor architecture for ballistic and hypersonic 
defense is a necessary investment.

Improving sensors can also enable other technologies. Laser 
weapon systems use directed energy to deter and even neu-
tralize their targets, and they heavily rely on robust sensor 
technology for tracking and beam control. Working as a com-
plement to more conventional systems, high-energy lasers can 
serve as an additional line of defense against missile threats.

The bottom line is, the earlier an incoming missile can be 
detected, the more time there is to react. Sensors are the first 
line of defense in the kill chain, and without them, the rest of 
the system cannot operate.

The Defense Department should partner with industry and 
lawmakers to prioritize and bolster sensor capabilities and 
ensure the effectiveness of missile defense systems against 
emerging threats. ND

Samantha Beu is a junior fellow at NDIA.
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n Boeing Australia and the Royal Australian Air 
Force on Feb. 27 successfully completed the first test 
flight of the Loyal Wingman unmanned aircraft exactly 
two years after revealing the program to the public.

The Loyal Wingman platform flew under the supervi-
sion of a Boeing test pilot monitoring the aircraft from a 
ground control station at the Woomera Range Complex.

Boeing Australia unveiled a mockup of the robotic jet 
exactly two years ago at Avalon – The Australian Airshow 
outside of Melbourne. The company had been working on 
the program in secret for about a year. It is the first military 
aircraft to be designed and manufactured in Australia in more 
than 50 years.

“The Loyal Wingman’s first flight is a major step in this 
long-term, significant project for the Air Force and Boeing 
Australia,” Air Vice-Marshal Cath Roberts, RAAF head of Air 
Force capability, said in a statement.

The loyal wingman concept calls for low-cost, expendable 
robotic jets to fly along with piloted aircraft and serve various 
functions such as sensor platforms, weapons carriers or decoys. 
Multiplying the number of aircraft in a formation gives oppo-
nents multiple “dilemmas,” the concept’s proponents say.

“As we look across our global customers, they’re all listen-

ing and they’re all extremely 
interested in and benefiting 
from the advancements that … 
the team are bringing to bear 
in Australia,” Boeing’s Senior 
Director of Autonomous 
Aviation and Technology Jerad 
Hayes told reporters in a brief-
ing March 2.

Following a series of taxi tests validating ground han-
dling, navigation and control, and pilot interface, the 
aircraft completed a successful takeoff under its own 
power before flying a pre-determined route at differ-
ent speeds and altitudes to verify flight functionality 
and demonstrate the performance of the airpower 
teaming system design, according to a press release.

After the test, the RAAF announced that it would 
invest a further 115 million Australian dollars over the 
course of three years in the program, which would go 

toward three more test vehicles making a total of six aircraft. 
The second aircraft recently came off the manufacturing line 
and the others are in various stages of development, said Air-
power Teaming Program Director Shane Arnott.

The program is supported by 35 Australian industry teams 
and is using new engineering processes such as digital twins to 
digitally flight-test missions, the statement said.

This first Loyal Wingman aircraft is serving as the founda-
tion for the Boeing Airpower Teaming System being developed 
for various global defense customers. That includes the U.S. Air 
Force’s Skyborg robotic wingman program, in which Boeing 
is participating. Technologies being developed in Australia are 
being transferred to the aircraft being developed in the United 
States for that program, the executives said.

The aircraft will fly alongside other platforms using artificial 
intelligence to team with existing crewed and unmanned assets 
to complement mission capabilities. Teaming flights are sched-
uled for later this year, the statement said.

Hayes said Boeing foresees a large market developing rapidly 
for robotic jets.

“While I’m not going to quote specific numbers for the busi-
ness case, it is a very significant outlook,” he said.

”Our adversaries are not resting on their laurels. They are 
moving technology forward at an ever increasing pace. … 
How do we not just match that pace, but leapfrog that pace of 
technology development and integration to provide that opera-
tional capability?” he asked.

Noting that loyal wingman concepts call for low-cost aircraft 
that are attritable, Arnott said engineering in affordability is 
one of the major challenges of the program. It is approaching 
the problem by using digital engineering, advanced manufac-
turing techniques — including robotics to reduce labor costs 
— and by using a commercially available off-the-shelf engine.

“For this particular concept to work, it needs to be at a cost 
point that the customer is willing to lose the aircraft because 
there’s no scenario in the future fight where there isn’t attri-
tion in the airspace,” Arnott said.

The executives declined to give specifics on the schedule for 
the next test flights, but said future tests would add in manned 
wingmen, expand the flight envelope of the aircraft and try 
out various payloads. 

 — Posted March 2 by Stew Magnuson at www.nationaldefensemagazine.org
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n 5G technology holds great promise for future defense net-
works. Along with AI, cloud and cybersecurity, advancing the 
capabilities of command, control and communications systems 
is one of the four pillars of the Defense Department’s 2019 
Digital Modernization Strategy.

With its support for both wireless and wired access, 5G has 
the potential to provide a ubiquitous access layer for defense 
operations. Its dynamic network slicing capabilities will play a 
key role in increasing the efficiency and security of the future 
defense network architecture. 

To achieve end-to-end slicing will require the modernization 
of the Defense Department transport network, with automa-
tion playing a crucial role in supporting key features of 5G.

One of the most important aspects of 5G is its ability to 
provide “slices” for specific users and their applications, which 
have specific network requirements. For instance, video surveil-
lance cameras need guaranteed high bandwidth, while drone 
control needs very short response times. Each slice can be built 
to deliver the specific network performance required by each 
application. Typically, a defense network has many different 
classification levels, and slices can provide virtual network par-
titions that completely secure services with different classifica-
tions, even though all share the 
same physical infrastructure.

Slicing can be done with 4.9G/
LTE networking, but not dynami-
cally. With release 17 of the 5G 
standard — due to be completed 
mid-2022 — it will be possible 
to create end-to-end slices as 
missions are launched and delete 
them when completed, thus 
optimizing the use of resources 
such as spectrum, bandwidth and 
latency, as opposed to tying them up with services that are not 
being used. 

Each slice can be quickly configured to support operational 
requirements.

There are a wide variety of use cases. On naval bases, 5G 
can provide video and haptic feedback to remote operators 
of cranes and gantries loading and unloading ships. It can give 
the precise location of vehicles and assets and track logistics 
operations. Ships can begin downloading data before they have 
docked using 5G for ship-to-shore data connectivity.

The improved bandwidth performance and extremely low 
response time of 5G enables the broader deployment of virtual 
and augmented reality indoors and outdoors, around facilities 
and in the field. This can enable multiple use cases, includ-
ing training of personnel and real-time information sharing 
for improved situational awareness. It can also support high 
resolution (8K) video for tele-remote operation of vehicles and 
drones, and low-powered sensors for broad monitoring of envi-
ronment, equipment and data for personnel in the field.

Ensuring the performance parameters of a specific end-to-

end network slice isn’t simply a function of the 5G radio net-
work, however. A slice is a virtual network that interconnects 
applications that run in the cloud with devices and users. Slice 
management must be able to interface with the radio, trans-
port and core segments to provide the required level of perfor-
mance across the whole network. Particularly, the underlying 
transport network must also ensure that the bandwidth and 
latency performance on the end-to-end link matches what the 
radio network demands.

With today’s transport architectures, this on-demand deploy-
ment of network resources across the IP, microwave, satellite 
and terrestrial and submarine optical networks isn’t possible 
because of the level of hands-on configuration that would have 
to occur. For instance, an end-to-end slice with today’s virtual 
private network technology would take hours or even days to 
configure.

Additionally, as the defense transport network grows, opera-
tional management issues grow too. Digital services that will 
run on a distributed cloud infrastructure will multiply, gener-
ating a huge amount of traffic and requiring the number and 
capacity of network nodes to also grow significantly. This will 
increase network complexity, creating operational challenges 

to guarantee the performance and 
reliability required by all these 
applications, and make manual con-
figuration even more difficult.

In short, setting up an end-to-end 
slice across the various transport 
layers must be done in an automat-
ed way to communicate the per-
formance requirements for a given 
slice to all the different nodes at 
each network layer and ensure the 
initial intent is realized end to end.

Once the slice is created and all the underlying network 
resources are aligned, there also needs to be constant measure-
ment using telemetry data to ensure that each network layer 
is continuing to perform. If the performance falls below the 
service requirements, the network must be able to access new 
resources such as redundant circuits or new virtual processing 
resources to ensure that the mission can be executed.

Automating the network not only enables the support of on-
demand services and slices, it drives degrees of efficiency for 
skill development as well, lowering the requirement for info-
tech personnel to engage in complex network engineering. 

It also lowers the total cost of operating, delivering, optimiz-
ing and assuring services. 

As the digital defense architecture grows in complexity, 
defense organizations are beginning to recognize that the time 
has come to better understand and automate their transport 
network for 5G and the cloud era. ND

Jeff Verrant is director of defense and national security at Nokia 

North America.

5G Can Drive the Automation of Military Networks

Industry Perspective     BY JEFF VERRANT
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n The era of the digital warrior has arrived. Technology is 
advancing faster than ever, allowing for the creation, transmis-
sion, analysis and distribution of data across the battlespace at 
a pace never seen before. 

These advances are empowering warfighters in new ways. 
At the tactical edge, humans and machines are beginning to 
team to gather and share tactical data, and troops are being 
equipped with a plethora of body-worn digital systems, from 
augmented reality goggles linked to biometric sensors, thermal 
imagers and cameras, to miniature computer systems equipped 
with navigation aids and battle management apps.

These connected warfighters operate within the context of 
the “digital battlespace.” With artificial intelligence and machine 
learning for predictive insight, faster communications networks 
such as 5G coming online for connectivity during training, 
innovations like virtual and augmented reality, edge computing 
for faster processing, and integrated sensors and advanced ana-
lytics that bring it all together, the digital battlespace is a pow-
erful internet-of-battlefield-things, enabling faster action with 
increased situational awareness and real-time intelligence. 

Such advancements — paired with a new mindset toward 
integration, procurement and innovation — offer nearly limit-
less possibilities to provide warfighters across the military with 
better situational awareness and decision-support tools.

The digitization of the battlespace allows for the strengthen-
ing of warfighters’ capabilities before they even step foot into 
the battlefield. 

Traditional training scenarios are often limited by location, 
cost and logistics, and hampered by scenarios that may feel 
unrealistic. They may also lack the ability to objectively mea-
sure progress and deliver precise feedback. 

Immersive training, which utilizes advancements in virtual 
and augmented reality, helps take warfighter preparation to the 
next level.

Virtual training empowers servicemembers through interac-
tive experiences, actionable metrics and continual learning. It 
engages the brain on multiple levels: experiential, cognitive, 
behavioral and emotional. This type of virtual training can aug-
ment — and in some cases replace — live training. Warfighters 
can “train as they fight” at an unparalleled level of realism short 
of actual combat with reduced cost, increased safety, and more 
easily accessible training that provides real-time feedback and a 
continuous cycle of improvement, particularly when machine 
learning and AI enter the equation. 

Increasingly ubiquitous connectivity makes virtual training 
more readily available, realistic and impactful over time.

In line with this type of immersive virtual training, defense 
leaders are recognizing the potential of 5G to add bandwidth, 
speed and capabilities. In October, the Defense Department 
announced $600 million in awards for 5G experimentation 
and testing, the largest full-scale 5G tests for dual-use applica-
tions in the world. 

Among these tests is a 5G-enabled, AR/VR-powered pro-
totype for combat-like training at Joint Base Lewis-McChord. 

Additionally, 5G also offers a competitive edge beyond train-
ing, namely in the support of multiple integrated digital devic-
es and systems used by warfighters.

For servicemembers to get the most out of these new 
advances, however, these technologies must be integrated 
through an open and connected architecture rather than 
simply procured in the traditional stovepiped way. Why is 
this important? Not all that long ago, before the invention 
of smartphones, a person could leave their house with many 
of the same capabilities we have available in a smartphone 
today — a cell phone, camera, music player, flashlight, calcula-
tor, laptop computer, etc. However, you would have needed 
a backpack to lug around all the equipment required to do 
what today’s 7-ounce smartphone can do. This is currently the 
experience of our warfighters, burdened by separate devices 
for navigation, night vision, radio communications and vari-
ous other functions, along with the redundancy and associated 
weight of each item’s individual power supply and networking 
components.

From a threat standpoint, adversaries have access to many of 
these technologies, and varying security standards among them 
make it even more difficult to secure them.

Moving forward, digital warriors need devices and systems, 
linked together through open architectures, that eliminate 
redundancies, maximize efficiencies, strengthen security and 
lighten both the physical and mental load in battle. A war-
fighter’s kit can — and should — consolidate, streamline and 
improve their lives in the same way that smartphones do our 
daily lives in the civilian world.

In today’s threat environment, information alone is not 
enough. Digital warriors need intelligence with real-time con-
text for their specific mission and situation. Advancements in 
AI, data science and machine learning can help quickly triage 
the data, quiet the noise, and accelerate response. 

AI can power numerous new technologies, from perfor-
mance monitors that can detect if a warfighter is dehydrated, 
to self-diagnosing equipment that reports malfunctions before 
they impact performance, to remote sensors automatically 
reporting locations of enemy combatants to a common operat-
ing picture similar to how traffic apps share where congestion 
and accidents happen. AI can also be used to automate routine 
tasks, freeing up humans for more complex problem-solving in 
the digital battlespace.

Emerging technologies, quickly obtained through agile, mod-
ern procurement methods and then rapidly connected through 
open architectures will be possible in the digital battlespace, 
where warfighters are empowered with real-time data for fast-
er decisions, mobile networks that support coordinated opera-
tions, and advanced cybersecurity to keep sensitive information 
away from enemy forces. ND

Joel Dillon is a Booz Allen Hamilton vice president and technical 

leader in the firm’s Army portfolio, leading the Digital Warrior 

Solutions practice. 

Empower Warfighters Through a Digital Battlespace

Viewpoint     BY JOEL DILLON
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n Intel Corp. made news recently by commenting on its ongo-
ing delays with its 7-nanometer technology node, and hinting 
that the company may consider going fabless in the future.   

Imagine this, a major U.S. microelectronics giant admitting 
problems and possibly abandoning its fabrication efforts. That’s 
from a company whose market dominance has been based on 
beating others in the complex semiconductor chip fabrication 
game. That is big news.

This announcement has sparked a considerable amount of 
concern based on the potential U.S. loss of a major semicon-
ductor manufacturing capability during the height of new 
supply chain concerns. Some folks have reacted with alarm, 
suggesting the U.S. government should do what it can to keep 
Intel in the fabrication business.

Let’s take a closer look at what might have driven Intel to 
consider such a fabless future and the wisdom of government 
intervention to stop this.

In the big picture, Intel seems to be simply bowing to the 
inevitable. Moore’s Law feature size scaling has ended for 
semiconductor chips and the value proposition in new tech-
nologies now resides in novel integration, architecture and 
custom designs, not scaling fabrication. This is a sign of the 
maturing of an industry.  

Advanced complementary metal-oxide semiconduc-
tor — also known as CMOS fabrication — has become 
a commodity, albeit an expensive one. Intel is simply 
recognizing that profit margins will no longer be driven 
by who is first to scale chip technology. As is the case 
with other mature industries, commodity manufactur-
ing is outsourced to specialist providers. So, there really 
should be no surprise in Intel’s recent announcement.

Should the government intervene to keep Intel in the 
fabrication business? Given the new business realities 
expressed above, this makes little sense. Post-Moore 
semiconductor business models are experiencing dis-
ruptive changes, and taking action to keep an outdated 
model in place is not sensible.

So, what should the government do?
A more productive choice is for Uncle Sam to invest 

in developing new microelectronics technologies that 
look promising for the post-Moore world. Government 
has always had the unique capability to make risky long-term 
investments for the benefit of U.S. industry. It should continue 
along this time-proven path to help de-risk promising new 
post-Moore electronics technologies including heterogeneous 
integration, more efficient chip customization, ultra-low power 
approaches, etc., so industry can more rapidly adopt them.

More near term, the government needs to put policies in 
place to provide guaranteed access to needed microelectronics 
capabilities. We cannot afford to be cut off from this critical 
resource in times of trouble. The recent COVID-19 pandemic 
has shown the risks of relying on brittle supply chains that are 
susceptible to sudden interruptions due to natural or man-
made crises. 

There are very few players left that can manufacture state-
of-the-art microelectronics chips and — excepting Intel — 
they are located in Asia. Examples are TSMC in Taiwan and 
Samsung in South Korea. The United States needs a clear 
national strategy to guarantee uninterrupted access to these 
remaining capabilities. A major disruption here would cause 
serious damage to the U.S. economy and defense enterprise.

Such action can take the form of incentives to encourage 
more domestic fabrication. Some steps in this direction include 
the CHIPS for America and American Foundries acts, which 
were passed after being folded into the 2021 National Defense 
Authorization Act.  

The nation also needs to engage with the remaining fab-
rication players in such a way to guarantee their capabilities 
remain accessible to the United States. This can mean domes-
tic facilities or guaranteed access agreements with our allies. 
America cannot be caught in a situation where the remaining 
modern chip fabrication capabilities become inaccessible to 
the Defense Department and other U.S. entities.

Is Intel contemplating a fabless future a major cause of 
concern? Not really. This is a natural part of the overall matur-
ing of the semiconductor industry and the post-Moore shift 
to entirely new business models. The government should be 

much more concerned about developing guaranteed access 
strategies with the remaining advanced fabrication players on 
the world stage.  

This should be an urgent priority. The consequences of inac-
tion could be severe if we lose access to the remaining modern 
chip manufacturers. The pandemic has shown how relying on 
brittle supply chains can have major impacts on the nation and 
its defense. ND

Dr. Michael Fritze is vice president and senior research fellow at the 

Potomac Institute for Policy Studies responsible for the microelec-

tronics policy portfolio and a member of the NDIA Electronics Division 

policy group.

Government Should Invest in Post-Moore Chip Tech

Viewpoint     BY DR. MICHAEL FRITZE
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The effort to build the Navy’s 
next-generation ballistic missile 

submarine has moved into the full con-
struction phase, but the sea service and 
its industry partners face supply chain 
challenges as they work to keep the 
project on track.

The Navy’s fleet of hard-to-detect 
SSBNs, also known as “boomers,” are the 
most survivable leg of the U.S. nuclear 
triad. However, today’s Ohio-class boats 
are aging and the effort to replace them, 
the Columbia program, is the Navy’s 
No. 1 acquisition priority.

At 560 feet long with a displacement 
of nearly 21,000 tons, the new vessels 
will be “the largest, most advanced, most 
capable submarine ever produced by 
this nation,” Rear Adm. Scott Pappano, 
program executive officer for Columbia, 
told reporters during a media round-
table.

The service plans to procure 12, and 
each boat will carry up to 16 Trident II 
D-5 nuclear-armed missiles.

The lead ship in the class is expected 
to be on patrol by early fiscal year 2031. 
The Navy wants the platform delivered 
in 2028 so that all of the required test-
ing and certifications can be completed 
in time to meet that target date.

Pappano called the delivery schedule 
“aggressive, but achievable.”

Capt. Jon Rucker, Columbia program 
manager, said: “We continue to look for 
how we can improve that schedule mar-
gin, because on the back end we don’t 
have it [for] when we deliver the ship.”

In November, the program reached 
a milestone when the Navy announced 
that it awarded General Dynamics Elec-
tric Boat — the prime contractor for the 
effort — a $9.5 billion contract modifi-
cation for full construction of the USS 
Columbia beginning in early fiscal year 
2021, as well as advance procurement, 
advance construction and coordinated 
material buys. The deal also calls for the 
start of full construction for the second 
boat, USS Wisconsin, in 2024, assuming 
Congress appropriates funding in line 
with the Navy’s schedule.

Electric Boat will perform about 78 
percent of the Columbia’s construc-

tion. Much of it will take place at the 
company’s manufacturing complex in 
Quonset Point, Rhode Island. Final test 
and assembly will occur at its shipyard 
in Groton, Connecticut, at a 200,000 
square-foot facility built specifically for 
the program.

Another major shipbuilder, Hunting-
ton Ingalls Industries Newport News 
Shipbuilding, will construct and deliver 
six module sections for each of the first 
two boats.

With little margin for hiccups, the 
Navy and its industry partners are doing 
what they can to try to keep the project 
from drifting off schedule.

The maturity of the program’s design 
going into construction — about 90 per-
cent complete — surpassed all previous 
submarine efforts the Navy has worked 
on, according to acquisition guru James 
“Hondo” Geurts, who is performing the 
duties of undersecretary of the Navy. 
Officials hope that design maturity will 
enable more efficient construction.

“We’ve done a lot of work with 
large-scale land-based prototyping to 
shake out the design,” Pappano noted. 
“We’ve done significant construction 
prototyping to shake out our manufac-
turing processes, such as building our 
prototype first article ‘quad pack’ to 
shake out the entire assembly of a com-
mon missile compartment in a modular 
fashion. We’ve done quite a bit of early 
advanced procurement and construction 
to shake out the defense industrial base,” 
which has helped identify issues that 
needed to be addressed.

About 2 million man-hours of 
advanced construction work had been 
completed before final construction 
kicked off, according to Electric Boat.

But there is a lot more heavy lifting to 
be done.

“We have a ton of work ahead of us,” 
Rucker said. “We know that there are 
going to be challenges and we intend to 
attack and manage them in a timely and 
efficient manner.”

The supply chain for the program is 
vast, with over 5,000 suppliers in 48 
states.

In a recent report to Congress, 
“Columbia-Class Submarine: Delivery 

Hinges on Timely and Quality Materi-
als from an Atrophied Supplier Base,” 
the Government Accountability Office 
issued a warning.

“The program faces schedule risk dur-
ing construction stemming from suppli-
er readiness and quality problems that, if 
unmitigated, are likely to intensify when 
the shipbuilders outsource additional 
materials,” the watchdog said. 

“Since additional suppliers will pro-
duce materials as the shipbuilders enact 
their plans for outsourcing, manufactur-
ing operations at the shipyards will be 
increasingly dependent on the timely 
delivery of these materials. Moreover, 
the shipbuilders’ ability to support risk 
reduction among suppliers that are cur-
rently unable to meet demand will be 
important for achieving on time delivery 
of the lead submarine,” it added.

Notably, builders will be constructing 
the Columbia-class boats at the same 
time as Virginia-class attack submarines, 
and they will have to rely on materi-
als produced by a supplier base that 
is roughly 70 percent smaller than in 
previous shipbuilding booms, the report 
said.

“The consequence of this reduction 
has been an increased reliance on sole-
source suppliers and a reduced number 
of suppliers that compete for contracts,” 
it said.

About 350 companies have been 
identified as critical suppliers, according 
to Vice Adm. William Galinis, com-
mander of Naval Sea Systems Com-
mand.

“Five to 10 percent or so [of the 
vendor base] is where we think we’re 
somewhat challenged in one phase or 
another to be able to meet the demand,” 
Galinis said during a Defense Writers 
Group event.

For a program like Columbia, “you’re 
going to have production issues along 
the way,” he acknowledged. “Then the 
next phase is when you start to activate 
systems, bring the submarine online and 
then get it delivered to the fleet. So that 
will really be our next challenge.”

Vice Adm. Johnny Wolfe, director of 
the Navy’s strategic systems programs, 
has noted that Ohio-class subsystems 

Under Construction, Under the Gun: 
Columbia Submarine Challenges Supply Chains
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are being modernized and the technol-
ogy will be transferable to the Columbia 
class when it comes online, which is 
intended to reduce technical and sched-
ule risks.

The service is watching the submarine 
supplier base closely, Galinis noted, add-
ing that PEO Columbia and PEO Sub-
marines have “done a pretty good job” 
reaching out and working with industry 
to better understand where they face 
risks with vendors.

Problems arose during advanced 
construction of Columbia when sub-
standard welds were discovered in some 
of the missile tubes delivered by a sub-
contractor.

“A big lesson learned for us was our 
interaction with the supply base and 
what we’re doing to partner with them 
more directly,” said Kevin Graney, 
president of General Dynamics Electric 
Boat.

“The way we came through that was 
by partnering with them directly, send-
ing some of our … welders and fitters, 
for example, to their facilities and really 
working with them shoulder to shoul-
der, and helping them come through 
some of their issues with regard to the 
training of their workforce, the profi-
ciency in their workforce, the quality 
of the work that they’re doing,” he told 
reporters after the contract modification 
was awarded.

Although the episode left the pro-
gram with some catching up to do 
schedule-wise, “we’re in a position right 
now where I think we’ve retired a lot of 
that risk,” he said.

That effort to work directly with sub-
tier suppliers to address issues will serve 
as the model going forward, Graney 
said.

“It’s going to be on us to provide 
some of our best and brightest across 
the industrial base to make sure that 
we’re not just waiting for those prob-

lems to arrive at the doorstep, we’re 
actually seeking those out, solving them 
before they ever leave the vendor,” he 
said.

An unanticipated challenge for the 
program was the emergence of COV-
ID-19. 

“We’ve got some individual cases 
throughout the supply base that have 
flared up,” Graney said. “But broadly, I 
think the worst is behind us.”

During the early stages of the pan-
demic, there was a reduced pace of 
delivery of certain design products, Elec-
tric Boat said in a statement to National 
Defense. 

“This trend was addressed and 
reversed,” it said. “Our vendor base has 
been resilient throughout the pandemic 
and is currently supporting the pro-
gram’s requirements.” 

Full construction began on schedule 
despite COVID, but the company said 
it’s not letting its guard down. It has 
advanced cash payments to suppliers 
to ensure they can meet their financial 
obligations, including to their workforce.

“We continue to monitor our sup-
ply chain closely and have optimized 
and accelerated our integrated master 
schedule to ensure design, material pro-
curement and ship construction support 
on-time delivery,” Electric Boat said.

As of press time, 700,000 man-hours 
of work had been performed since full 
construction began on the lead ship. 
More than half of the hull was com-
plete, and major internal modules, decks, 
tanks and bulkheads were underway 
at Quonset Point and at subcontrac-
tor sites. Additionally, the program was 
nearing final assembly on the lead ship’s 
first “quad pack” section of hull with 
four missile tubes, the company said.

“Vendor components and material are 
arriving daily, well in advance of need,” 
it said.

Meanwhile, Navy officials are look-

ing at options for again extending the 
service lives of as many as five Ohio-
class boats to provide more flexibility in 
meeting deterrence requirements in case 
there are any unforeseen issues during 
the transition to the next-gen subma-
rine, according to a recent Congres-
sional Research Service report, “Navy 
Columbia-Class Ballistic Missile Sub-
marine Program: Background and Issues 
for Congress,” by Naval Affairs Specialist 
Ronald O’Rourke. The move, if funded 
by Congress, could provide some cush-
ion in case problems arise during pro-
duction of Columbia-class vessels.

However, the service still needs to 
avoid schedule delays that increase 
costs. Cost growth in the Columbia 
program is a major concern because it 
could wreck other shipbuilding plans, 
O’Rourke noted.

Rucker said the “affordability thresh-
old” for Columbia is $8 billion in 
calendar year 2017 dollars in average 
procurement costs across the 12 boats.

Officials say they expect the cost of 
follow-on ships to decrease as the pro-
gram reaps the advantages of serial pro-
duction and incorporates lessons learned 
from building the first two vessels.

Starting in 2026, when the Navy 
plans to procure one Columbia-class 
boat each year for a period of 10 years, 
the service estimates that the program 
will require approximately $7 billion 
in fiscal year 2019 dollars annually in 
procurement funding, according to the 
CRS report.

Navy leaders have insisted that the 
program will be fully funded. That 
means cost overruns would eat up mon-
ey that would otherwise be available for 
other projects as the service plans for 
an ambitious ramp up in the size of its 
battle force, from just under 300 ships 
today to 377 by 2035.

“The Navy’s track record over the 
last 30 years in building lead ships and 
getting the cost [estimate] right has not 
been very good,” said Eric Labs, senior 
analyst for naval forces and weapons at 
the Congressional Budget Office.

“You’ve got a number of new ship-
building programs that are going to 
manifest themselves … over the next 10 
years,” he said at the Surface Navy Asso-
ciation’s annual symposium. “If we end 
up with cost growth in the Columbia-
class program, … that’s going to have 
substantial ripple effects across all parts 
of the Navy budget.” ND
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BY YASMIN TADJDEH
The United States must pump 
billions of dollars into artificial 

intelligence research if the nation wants 
to be “AI-ready” by 2025 and success-
fully compete with great power com-
petitors China and Russia, according 
to new findings from a congressionally 
chartered panel. 

The National Security Commission 
on Artificial Intelligence — which was 
established under the fiscal year 2019 
National Defense Authorization Act to 
examine ways to advance the develop-
ment of AI for national security and 
defense purposes — recently released its 
final report to Congress in March after 
two years of work.

“To win in AI, we need more money, 
more talent [and] stronger leadership,” 
said Chairman Eric Schmidt, the for-
mer head of Google’s parent company 
Alphabet.

The 700-plus page report includes 
recommendations to the Biden admin-
istration and Congress that will require 
sweeping changes to better posture 
the nation for competition with other 
AI-enabled nations, such as China and 
Russia.

The technology will impact the 
United States profoundly in the com-
ing years, but despite some “exciting 
experimentation” and a few small pro-
grams, “the U.S. government is a long 
way from being ‘AI-ready,’” according 
to the report. The Defense Department 
and intelligence community must be AI-
ready by 2025 to avoid falling behind, 
the commissioners said.

Reaching that goal will require the 
government to create a Technology 
Competitiveness Council akin to the 
National Security Council, said former 
Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert 
Work. 

“The U.S. has no mechanism to orga-
nize for a tech competition,” he said. 
The National Security Council was cre-
ated at the beginning of the Cold War 
to manage a long-term competition with 
the Soviet Union, he noted.

“We need the same type of approach 
[for the current era of great power 
competition] at the White House level 
by establishing the Technology Com-
petitiveness Council, [which] we believe 
should be chaired by the vice president 

and includes all the cabinet secretar-
ies to develop and oversee a strategic 
national approach to emerging technolo-
gies like AI,” he added during a public 
meeting where the commission voted on 
the report before transmitting it to the 
Biden administration and Capitol Hill.

The government will also need to 
make major investments in research to 
spur domestic AI innovation, Schmidt 
said. “We do need more money, particu-
larly in AI R&D, so that by 2026 we get 
to $32 billion per year,” he said. 

Schmidt has previously said that Chi-
na is rapidly catching up to the United 
States in AI, noting that the nation is 
only a year or two ahead of Beijing.

China has made “a massive invest-
ment in this area with many, many, 
many smart people working on it. We 
have every reason to think that the 
competition with China will increase,” 
Schmidt said during the meeting.

The commission’s report is split into 
two parts: “Defending America in the 
AI Era” and “Winning the Technology 
Competition.”

The first focuses on implications 
and applications for AI for defense and 
national security, Schmidt said. The 
second recommends actions that the 
government must take to promote AI 
innovation to improve national competi-
tiveness and protect critical U.S. advan-
tages in the bigger strategic competition 
with China.

The report features four pillars of 
action including leadership, talent, hard-
ware and innovation.

“If I’ve learned anything in studying 
the way the government works, leader-
ship — especially from the top — is 
critical to get the bureaucracy to move 
to the next challenge and the next 
opportunity,” Schmidt said. 

Meanwhile, there is a “huge talent 
deficit” in the federal workforce, he said. 

“We need to build new talent and 
expand existing programs in govern-
ment,” Schmidt said. “We need the 
world’s best to come and stay to culti-
vate homegrown talent.”

One key recommendation of the 
report is to scale up digital talent within 
the government. This includes establish-
ing new talent pipelines, including a U.S. 
Digital Service Academy to train current 
and future employees. The commission-

ers also called for a civilian National 
Digital Reserve Corps to recruit skilled 
employees including industry experts, 
academics and college graduates. Addi-
tionally, there needs to be a Digital 
Corps, which would be modeled on the 
Army Medical Corps.

When it comes to hardware, it is criti-
cal the nation stays ahead, Schmidt said. 
However, it is very close to losing its 
edge when it comes to microelectronics 
— which underpin some of the Defense 
Department’s key capabilities including 
artificial intelligence, advanced manufac-
turing and space systems — because of 
the United States’ reliance on Taiwan.

“We need to revitalize domestic semi-
conductor manufacturing and ensure 
that we’re two generations ahead of 
China,” he said.

Work noted that Taiwan 
is potentially vulnerable. If 
“China absorbed Taiwan 
— which is the source of 
many of the world’s hard-
ware — that would really 
be a competitive problem 
for us,” he said.

Fostering domestic inno-
vation will come with a 
high price, Schmidt said.

“AI research is going to 
be incredibly expensive,” he 
said. “We need the govern-
ment to help set up the 
conditions for accessible 
domestic AI innovation.”

The commission worked 
on its report with a great 
sense of urgency, Work said. 
Each of the 15 commission-
ers believe that AI-enabled 
systems will pose a threat to free and 
open societies in the future.

“AI tools will be weapons of first 
resort, particularly between great pow-
ers,” he said. 

The U.S. armed services’ competitive 
military technical advantage could be 
lost within the next decade if the nation 
does not accelerate the adoption of arti-
ficial intelligence and other advanced 
technologies across its missions, Work 
said.

“Our major military rivals are really 
all-in on military AI applications,” he 
said. “Defending against AI-capable 
adversaries without employing AI is an 

Commission: AI Dominance Requires Bold Action
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invitation to disaster. AI-enabled applica-
tions will operate at machine speeds and 
humans simply will not be able to keep 
up with them without help from their 
own algorithms and their own AI.”

Speaking during a plenary meeting 
discussing a draft version of the report 
in January, commissioner Chris Darby, 
president and CEO of In-Q-Tel, an 
independent, non-profit strategic inves-
tor for the CIA and the broader U.S. 
intelligence community, said the United 
States faces five AI-related threats which 
illustrate a new society level of conflict 
that the United States must organize 
and defend against.

The first is AI-enabled information 
operations.

“AI applications and associated tech-
nologies will increase the magnitude, the 
precision [and] persistence of maligned 
information ops,” he said. The govern-
ment should create a joint interagency 

task force within the Office of the 
Director of National Intelligence to lead 
and integrate public-private efforts to 
counter foreign-sourced maligned infor-
mation.

The second is targeted data harvest-
ing, Darby said. Information security 
and integrity must be viewed through a 
national security lens. The government 
must protect its own data from adver-
sarial interference or theft by defending 
against attacks. 

The third threat is AI-enhanced cyber 
capabilities.

“Though the threats are still devel-
oping, in the future, AI-automated 

and enabled malware could make 
compromises such as the SolarWinds 
cyber attack orders of magnitude more 
effective, delivering greater precision, 
tailoring speeds, stealth and persistence 
at scale,” he said, referring to a massive 
hack that rocked the government and 
was discovered in December. Govern-
ment agencies have pointed the blame 
at Russia, and it is believed that the 
breach went undetected for many 
months.

To close gaps in the nation’s cyber 
defenses, the United States should con-
tinue to adopt recommendations sug-
gested by the U.S. Cyberspace Solarium 
Commission, which last year released a 
major report to Congress, Darby said.

The document — which featured 
80 recommendations to lawmakers — 
broke its recommendations into six 
pillars, including: reform the U.S. gov-
ernment’s structure and organization 

for cyberspace; strengthen 
norms and non-military tools; 
promote national resilience; 
reshape the cyber ecosystem; 
operationalize cybersecurity 
collaboration with the pri-
vate sector; and preserve and 
employ the military instru-
ment of national power.

Additionally, to head off 
future threats and accelerate 
countermeasures to cur-
rent threats, the government 
should develop and deploy 
AI-enabled information shar-
ing, anomaly detection and 
malware mitigation across its 
networks, Darby said. 

A fourth threat the United 
States must be aware of is 
adversarial AI against U.S. 
platforms, Darby said. These 

types of acts are here today and already 
impacting commercial machine learning 
systems, he added.

“Among other moves to improve AI 
assurance, the government should create 
government-wide red teams to attack 
and harden our own AI applications,” 
Darby said.

The fifth threat is more troublesome 
against the backdrop of the COVID-19 
pandemic: AI-enabled biotechnology. 
New technologies such as clustered 
regularly interspaced short palindromic 
repeats — more commonly known as 
CRISPR — enable gene editing and 
make biology programmable, he said.

“Biotech, sadly, can also have a dark 
side,” Darby side. “AI may enable the 
engineering of genetically targeted 
pathogens or the mental and physical 
bio-enhancement of … adversary com-
batants.”

To address this, the government 
should increase the profile of biosecu-
rity issues within U.S. national security 
agencies, as well as update the National 
Biodefense Strategy to include a wider 
vision of biothreats, Darby said.

Commissioner Katharina McFarland, 
chair of the National Academies of 
Science Board of Army Research and 
Development, said the application of 
biotechnology can protect the United 
States against some threats as well as 
create new ones. 

“As we see the democratization of 
biotechnology and the expansion of … 
dual-use applications, we need to be 
of course sensitive to ... nations that 
don’t share our values, but work with 
the nations that do share our values 
to strengthen our ability to use these 
technologies appropriately and defend 
against when they’re not used appropri-
ately,” she said.

Commissioner Safra Catz, CEO of 
Oracle Corp., said the report is meant 
to be a wake-up call for the government.

“There are some very, very bold 
actions we’re asking for,” she said. “This 
is pretty much the critical moment for 
our country and the investment that’s 
necessary.”

Jim Shaw, executive vice president 
of engineering at the Crystal Group, a 
Hiawatha, Iowa-based manufacturer of 
high-performance computers, artificial 
intelligence systems and rugged com-
puting platforms, said the commission’s 
report is a good start, but more work 
needs to be done.

“We’re late to the game,” he said. 
“That’s one of the things that we prob-
ably need to just recognize right away. 
This is becoming an urgent need for 
us to spend resources to gain skill sets 
and talent … through universities and 
industry to try to, frankly, catch up with 
China and Russia.”

The Pentagon and Congress should 
get on board with the commission’s 
recommendations, and take them even 
further, he said.

“My hope is that it will snowball into 
quite a bit of activity,” Shaw said. “That’s 
essential for us to preserve” the nation’s 
edge. ND
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BY MANDY MAYFIELD
The military is facing a growing threat 
as adversaries develop and purchase 

inexpensive — but potentially lethal — drones. 
To counter these systems, the Defense Depart-
ment is investing in defensive platforms that 
can jam or knock out rogue aircraft.

Terrorist groups like ISIS have already used 
small drones on the battlefield against coali-
tion forces. Because of this, military leaders 
are arguing that counter-unmanned aircraft 
systems will play a crucial role in future battle-
field operations.

In 2019, former Secretary of Defense Mark 
Esper designated the Army as the executive 
agent for counter-UAS. Following that decision, 
the Army established the Joint Counter-Small 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems Office, or JCO, to 
lead and direct efforts for identifying and pri-
oritizing counter-drone solutions. 

“The secretary understood the importance 
of the threat and felt we needed an enterprise 
approach to get after this problem set,” said 
Maj. Gen. Sean Gainey, director of the JCO.

In January, the Pentagon released its new 
Counter-Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems 
Strategy. The document laid out the frame-
work for addressing the challenge posed 
by enemy drones, by developing common 
information-sharing architecture solutions, 
synchronizing investments in key technologies 
and establishing joint protocols across military 
departments. 

“These guiding documents serve as the basis 
for providing a path ahead for industry dem-
onstrations, experimentation and innovation 
opportunities,” Gainey said during an event 
hosted by the Center for Strategic and Interna-
tional Studies. “The department will continue 
to work with industry to bring interim systems 
to full maturity and to eventually replace them 
with follow-on enduring solutions.”

The strategy was the first department-wide 
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framework for counter-small UAS tech-
nology, noted Nicole Thomas, division 
chief for strategy and policy at the JCO. 
The services and combatant commands 
had developed their own regional or 
service-specific approaches, but the new 
strategy looked at the challenge across 
the entire military, she said during the 
CSIS event.

“One of the first and most important 
things that we did is to ensure that all 
the stakeholders were part of develop-
ing the strategy, and together we spent 
a considerable amount of time making 
sure that we accurately captured the 
problem so that we could develop a rel-
evant and executable framework for the 
strategy,” Thomas said.

Through the implementation of 
the strategy, “the department will be 
positioned to address the small UAS 
challenge we encounter across all three 
operating environments — that’s home-
land, host nation and contingency loca-
tions,” she said.

As the office drafted the document, 
it explored what challenges it needed 
to overcome to defeat adversaries’ small 
drones. It identified several dozen areas 
that needed to be addressed and filed 

them into three categories.
“The first line of effort is called ‘ready 

the force,’ and it addresses our concerns 
about our ability to keep pace with this 
rapidly evolving challenge,” she said. 
That can be done by leveraging existing 
science-and-technology work that has 
been done by research facilities, aca-
demia and industry.

The second line of effort is to “defend 
the force,” which focuses on develop-
ment and refinement of common non-
material solutions, such as doctrine, joint 
doctrine, training and concepts, she said.

And last, the office is focused on how 
the joint force can maximize its counter 
small-UAS capabilities in the homeland 
and overseas. 

“To do that, we needed to improve 
our interoperability with both our 
international partners and federal agen-
cies,” Thomas said. “We developed a 
line of effort called ‘build the team’ 
and that prioritizes interoperability and 
information-sharing among our critical 
partners.”

Last year, former Secretary of the 
Army Ryan McCarthy assigned the 
service’s Rapid Capabilities and Criti-
cal Technologies Office — also known 

as RCCTO — as the material and 
acquisition lead in support of the Joint 
C-sUAS Office, Gainey said.

The JCO recently conducted a capa-
bilities assessment where it examined 
counter-drone systems currently in the 
Defense Department’s inventory to 
determine what equipment the Penta-
gon should invest in, Gainey noted.

It looked at criteria such as effective-
ness, usability, sustainment and integra-
tion, Gainey told reporters.

In June, Pentagon leadership 
approved the results of the assessment 
and selected 10 initial joint counter-
UAS systems for continued investment, 
he said. To build on these capabilities 
with emerging technologies, the JCO 
and RCCTO held an open house with 
industry in October.

“At this event, we described the path 
for industry to bring new capability to 
meet our requirements,” he said.

Moving forward, the office will host 
biannual industry days where contrac-
tors can demonstrate their capabilities 
that will help inform requirements, 
Gainey said.

The first event is scheduled to take 
place in April at Yuma Proving Ground, 

Northrop Grumman’s FAAD C2
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Arizona, in collaboration with the Air 
Force.

During the meeting, industry will 
have the opportunity to bring low-
collateral effects interceptors to the 
common test range. The office will 
choose the best technology from the 
demonstration to move forward with a 
joint solution, Gainey said.

A low-collateral effects interceptor 
is a counter-drone system that, when 
used, is less likely to damage or inter-
fere with non-enemy aircraft operating 
in the area.

The Air Force in April will run the 
demonstration with the Rapid Capabili-
ties and Critical Technologies Office. 
From there, the JCO will downselect 
and open up a contract for all the 
services to purchase the interceptors, 
Gainey said.

Col. Greg Soule, director for acquisi-
tion and resources at the JCO, said, 
“We wanted to provide this as a recur-
ring opportunity for industry to be 
able to show us the latest and greatest 
that they’re working on so that we can 
make a decision as a department on 
what solutions look promising to either 
evaluate further or roll them into our 
system-of-systems approach.” 

The office in February was evaluating 
industry whitepapers to decide which 
companies would receive an invitation 
to the event.

“From there, we will make the final 
decision on who comes and based on 
the results and performance demon-
strated at those events, working with 
the Air Force … we will be formulating 
a path forward” for a follow-on assess-
ment in late fiscal year 2021, he told 
reporters during a recent call.

In fiscal year 2022, the office will 
select an initial capability for procure-
ment and fielding.

“Ultimately, our goal is to align exist-
ing and future counter-UAS solutions 
to best address warfighter needs while 
applying more resources effectively,” 
Gainey said.

Congress in the 2021 National 
Defense Authorization Act asked the 
Pentagon to come up with a plan to 
develop, test and begin production of a 
counter-small UAS system that can be 
fielded as early as 2021. The timeframe 
for fielding the new low-collateral 

effects interceptor suggests the service 
will likely miss this 2021 goal.

“We don’t see the counter-UAS prob-
lem set as one enduring solution, we see 
it as a range of capabilities integrated 
into a common … [command-and-
control system] that gives you the abil-
ity to address threats across the range of 
threats out there, and have the ability to 
keep up with the pace of” evolving chal-
lenges, Gainey said. 

His office is taking a “system-of-sys-
tems” and layered approach to address 
this, he added. 

It is working to fill capability gaps by 
developing new capabilities and upgrad-
ing existing ones, as is the case with the 
low-collateral effects interceptor, Gainey 
said.

Additionally, the office is working to 
test directed energy capabilities that can 
zap unmanned systems, he noted. Lasers 
offer the military a low cost-per-shot 
option, but can require large amounts of 
power to operate.

“We have high-energy lasers that have 
proven successful in the contingency 
environment,” he noted. “We’re building 

off of that capability to where you will 
see high-energy lasers integrated into 
our architecture — some of them are 
integrated now — and it is a matter of 
scaling it up to the ultimate scale that 
we want.” 

The office is currently testing the sys-
tems, he added.

It is also working with the Air Force 
to field and test a high-powered micro-
wave capability that will be deployed 
“pretty soon,” he said.

The Pentagon selected Northrop 
Grumman’s Forward Area Air Defense 
Command and Control system — or 
FAAD C2 — last year as its interim 
capability for a new command-and-con-
trol solution. The platform will serve as 
the basis for the Defense Department’s 
joint counter-small UAS effort, Gainey 
said.

“We looked at it from a perspective 
of … what’s the best C2 system we 
have right now?” he said when asked 
about the Army’s selection last summer. 
“FAAD C2 was that system. However, 
we understand that there are other 
systems out there that the services are 
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using that show promise.”
As an example, Gainey mentioned the 

Air Force’s Multi-Domain Control Sta-
tion for Unmanned Systems, also known 
at MEDUSA. 

“We’ve worked with the Air Force, 
putting funding for the integration 
of that system with FAAD C2 so it’s 
interoperable,” he said.

Prior to the recent counter-drone 
efforts, FAAD C2 was the Army’s 
command-and-control system for 
short-range air defense, said Chris Frei, 
director of the SHORAD operating 
unit at Northrop Grumman. It was also 
selected for the Army’s Initial Maneuver 

Short-Range Air Defense platform.
In recent years, the company started 

integrating a number of new sensors, 
effectors and other counter-drone tech-
nologies into FAAD C2, Frei said in an 
interview.

Because the technology “had proven 
to be very adaptable and scalable and 
extensible we were able to quickly 
integrate these systems,” he said. “That 
is really what led to this selection by 
the JCO as the interim counter-UAS 
system.”

Northrop Grumman tested the sys-
tem at Yuma Proving Ground in March. 

The company is constantly working 

to add new capabilities to the platform, 
he noted.

It “just seems like it’s never ending — 
the ideas to integrate new systems, make 
incremental adjustments, get it out 
deployed, and then iterate on it,” he said. 
“It’s this constant iteration process that 
keeps going as technologies evolve.”

FAAD C2 is currently deployed in 
several theaters of operation for counter-
drone missions as well as counter-rocket, 
artillery and mortars.

“We’ve integrated dozens and dozens 
of sensors and effectors,” he said. “As 
new sensors become available, we quick-
ly integrate them.” ND
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n Numerica Corp., a Colorado-based company, 
recently debuted a new 3D-radar solution for coun-
ter-drone efforts and other short-range air defense 
missions.

Numerica’s Spyglass, a small form factor radar, 
was designed to detect and track small, autonomous 
unmanned aircraft, said Nate Knight, vice president 
of air-and-missile defense at the company.

The platform is optimized for what the company 
calls short-range air defense, and can be used for detect-
ing and tracking small UAS and other ground and air tar-
gets, Knight said in an interview. 

Unlike many of the radars already fielded by the Defense 
Department that are now being retrofitted to address capa-
bility gaps, Numerica’s Spyglass design focuses on a “very 
close-range mission area where drones can be a real threat,” 
Knight said. “We think by doing that, we’re going to be able 
to provide better protection against these kinds of objects 
than you would get from a system that’s optimized for lon-
ger ranges.”

Because the capability is focused on solving a short-range 
problem, it is able to leverage higher frequencies than other 
radar systems, Knight said. 

“The benefit of doing that is we’re able to more pre-
cisely measure the movement of very slow and small 
objects,” he explained. “Drones — in particular quad-
copter type drones — can hover and remain relatively 
still for long periods of time while they’re still doing 
their mission, and the more accurately you can mea-
sure those sort of small movements, the more likely 
you are to be able to detect those objects and discrimi-
nate them from ground clutter.”

Longer-range systems also commonly have a blind 
spot informally known as a “donut hole,” Knight said.

That is a region very close to the radar where it is unable 
to detect anything “because essentially the radar kind of 
overpowers itself,” he said. “It’s not able to listen for returns 
from targets within this kind of blind zone.”

The Spyglass radar addresses this issue and can detect tar-
gets right in front of it, he said. 

The technology is capable of being integrated into mobile 
ground-based platforms or at fixed-site locations, Knight said. 

“Our kind of primary initial deployments we’re looking 
at are for fixed-site protection,” he said. “But because of the 
small size and weight, it’s pretty easily integrated into ground 
vehicles” as well. - MM
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BY YASMIN TADJDEH
The military rotorcraft industry 
is rebounding after being clob-

bered by the COVID-19 pandemic, but 
more hurdles could be on the horizon, 
experts say.

Many helicopter makers — which 
often have both military and commer-
cial contracts — were buoyed during 
the early days of the pandemic as work 
continued to flow from the Pentagon. 
While many have weathered the storm, 
analysts are cautioning that delays to 
major rotorcraft programs such as future 
vertical lift could have disastrous effects 
on the industry. 

Even before the pandemic hit last 
year, the industry was already reeling 
from the effects of the 2011 Budget 
Control Act, which resulted in approxi-
mately 185,000 jobs being lost between 
2010 and 2016 in the defense aerospace 
sector, according to a 2020 Center for 
Strategic and International Studies 
report, “Assessing the Industrial Base 
Implications of the Army’s Future Verti-
cal Lift Plans.”

Ray Jaworowski, an analyst at Forecast 
International, a Newtown, Connecticut-
based market consulting firm, said 2020 
was a difficult year for the rotorcraft 
market. On the civil side, production 
was down about 19 percent compared 
to 2019. For the military side, the 
decline was about 16 percent.

Many of the issues were caused by 

supply problems resulting in companies 
being unable to acquire long-lead mate-
rials, he said.

But the Army’s ambitious plans for 
a new family of rotorcraft systems — 
known as future vertical lift — have 
been a shot in the arm for the indus-
try. It is currently pursuing two major 
efforts: the Future Attack Reconnais-
sance Aircraft, or FARA, and the Future 
Long-Range Assault Aircraft, or FLRAA. 
Last year, the service awarded other 
transaction authority agreements to a 
Sikorsky-Boeing team and Bell for the 
FLRAA effort, and Bell and Sikorsky for 
FARA. (See story on page 29 for more on 
future vertical lift)

Head of program executive office for 
Army aviation, Brig. Gen. Robert Barrie, 
Jr., said the health of both the rotorcraft 
industry and defense industrial base writ 
large is still being assessed. 

“We will acknowledge that we are 
not firing on all cylinders right now,” he 
told National Defense in an exclusive 
interview. “There are lagging indicators 
that [show] we have challenges and it’s 
primarily inefficiency.”

At the top tier of the rotorcraft indus-
try, prime contractors that focus on 
defense are maintaining a fair amount of 
health, Barrie said. However, companies 
with dual military and commercial rev-
enue streams have been hit harder.

“Commercial industry has been chal-
lenged because of COVID where com-

panies had relied on that for a portion of 
their revenue stream,” he said. “They are 
more challenged than, say, an industry 
partner who has been primarily defense 
oriented.”

As has been seen across the defense 
industrial base, second- and third-tier 
suppliers who had a part of their busi-
ness focus on commercial contracts are 
being disrupted, he said. Some of these 
companies did not have enough cash on 
hand at the start of the pandemic.

“COVID has certainly been a litmus 
test for the health of that supply base,” 
he said. “If someone had challenges with 
their cash, that very rapidly came to 
light. … They’re the ones that we were 
primarily concerned about and will con-
tinue to be concerned about as we go 
forward.”

The Army is continuing to work to 
understand the challenges faced by 
industry by speaking directly with com-
panies and working with prime contrac-
tors that are engaging the lower tiers of 
the industrial base they work with, he 
said. However, “we don’t fully yet have 
our arms around what those impacts are 
going to be,” he said.

The program office is tracking poten-
tial delays to its aviation programs, but 
Barrie noted that those may not mani-
fest until a later time. 

“It’s still coming to roost,” he said. 
“What you’ve seen is in a lot of cases, 
the supply that’s on hand, ... [the] 
things on the shelves in our production 
lines has a certain amount of stock, and 
so I think what we’ll see in the continu-
ing lagging fashion is that that will begin 
to catch up with the product where 
there are issues and where we’re not 
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able to find alternatives.” 
Instead of seeing direct delays, the 

challenge the office is seeing so far is 
general inefficiency, Barrie noted. How-
ever, that’s a difficult thing to quantify, 
he added. 

“We would all acknowledge that 
things aren’t as efficient as they perhaps 
were before COVID,” he said. “Yet if I 
asked you to quantify it for me and tell 
me exactly how efficient we’re being, 
that’s a very challenging thing to do. 
…We don’t have a direct correlation. 
There’s not a, ‘Hey, we are X percent 
less efficient.’”

The Army has been working to sup-
port industry by opening communica-
tion lines with companies to ensure 
acquisition strategies and procurement 
plans are clearly understood to help 
with resourcing, Barrie said.

The service is also working to obligate 
funds quickly to companies for ongoing 
work, he said. “We’ve [been] working 
with our contracting partners, making 
sure that when a contractor bills us for 
work that they’ve done, that we are rap-
idly dispersing those dollars out to our 
contractors to make sure that if they do 
have ... an invoice into the government 
for a revenue that we’re able to pay that 
in a timely fashion,” he said. 

That’s a practice the program 
office has always endeavored 
to do, but with companies jug-
gling debt from COVID-related 
expenses it is doubling down, 
Barrie added.

Jaworowski in the short term 
said he expected production in 
the military rotorcraft market to 
gain ground “fairly strongly” in 
2021 and 2022 as supply issues 
are resolved. 

By 2022, he expects the num-
ber of platforms built to be on par with 
what was produced in 2019.

However, there are longer-term issues 
that may stifle growth as the decade 
continues, he noted. 

That includes declining or flat military 
budgets, which will be a top concern for 
industry.

“In real terms, fiscal ’21 was down a 
little bit and we don’t know what the 
next budget request is going to look 
like,” he said. “It does seem that some 
cuts may yet be coming, so it looks like 

the peak was probably fiscal ’20.”
Meanwhile, as the 2020s continue, the 

military rotorcraft market will see legacy 
programs — such as the UH-60 Black 
Hawk, AH-64 Apache and the V-22 
Osprey — start to wind down, he said.

“The services are well on their way 
to completing those programs and by 
2030, many of those will have ended or 
be very close to being ended,” he said. 
“Now that’s not to say production of 
those models will cease at that point — 
you will have production for export, of 
course — but because U.S. procurement 
will be at, or near the end, the annual 
build rates will be lower than when the 
U.S. programs of record were really in 
full swing.”

Jaworowski noted that the CH-47F 
Block II Chinook program may be an 
outlier. 

“There seems to be considerable sup-
port in Congress to reviving that pro-
gram. … We do expect it to be revived 
at some point,” he said. The fiscal year 
2022 presidential budget request will 
likely provide more clarity, he added.

After 2022, production in the military 
rotorcraft market will gradually decline 
for a time, Jaworowski predicted. Like 
the United States, many countries’ 
replacement cycles for their helicopter 

fleets are coming to an end, although 
there will still be some export opportu-
nities in regions such as the Asia-Pacific 
and the Middle East, he added.

However, efforts such as future verti-
cal lift in the late 2020s and early 2030s 
will be a big boost to the market, he 
noted.

It’s “hard to overstate the long-term 
importance of future vertical lift to the 
military rotorcraft industry,” Jaworowski 
said. “For decades the U.S. military was 
simply buying the latest version of leg-

acy designs that had been in their fleet 
for years and years and years — a new 
version of Black Hawk, a new version 
of Apache, a new version of Chinook, a 
new version of the Huey.”

The V-22 Osprey tiltrotor aircraft 
is the only all-new rotorcraft that the 
United States has procured in decades, 
he noted. The service tried to build an 
armed reconnaissance aircraft known as 
the RAH-66 Comanche but that project 
was canceled before it went into pro-
duction.

“There was a concern for a while 
there of a lack of innovation in the U.S. 
industrial base,” he said. 

The Army National Guard’s UH-72A 
Lakota was based on the Eurocopter 
EC145, which is now part of the Airbus 
Group Inc. The service has procured 
400 of the European-designed aircraft 
over the past decade.

“European manufacturers kind of stole 
the march a little bit back then in terms 
of product innovation, because they 
put out new models whereas the U.S. 
manufacturers were quite understand-
ably simply responding to what the Pen-
tagon was asking for, which was simply 
a newer version of what was already in 
their fleet,” Jaworowski said.

Future vertical lift has injected much 
needed product innovation into 
the industry, he said.

While the pandemic has caused 
a few months delay to the initia-
tive, it is unlikely to cause any seri-
ous issues, said Rhys McCormick, 
a fellow at the Center for Strategic 
and International Studies’ Defense-
Industrial Initiatives Group and 
co-author of the center’s report on 
the helicopter industry.

However, a longer delay could 
spell trouble.

“A few months delay will not end the 
industrial base, but if they’re starting 
to talk about pushing programs back a 
year or two years, that’s when you start 
running into some of the more serious 
issues about how the transition is going 
to happen between the legacy programs 
and the next-gen programs,” he said.

Right now, the Army is in a pre-
decisional stage when it comes to future 
vertical lift, he said. But as it grows clos-
er to reaching a decision, that’s when 
delays become more significant. ND
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BY MANDY MAYFIELD 
The Army is working to rapidly 
acquire both a future scout 

helicopter and a Black Hawk replace-
ment aircraft. Despite the ongoing 
COVID-19 pandemic, the service and 
industry are working together to ensure 
these projects’ aggressive timelines 
aren’t derailed. 

The Army’s future attack reconnais-
sance aircraft, or FARA, and future 
long-range assault aircraft, or FLRAA, 
initiatives are being spearheaded by 
the service’s future vertical lift cross-
functional team as part of Army Futures 
Command. FVL — which is envisioned 
as a new family of rotorcraft — is one of 
the Army’s top three major moderniza-
tion priorities as the service prepares for 
great power competition with China 
and Russia. 

The service is leveraging other trans-
action authority agreements for both 
efforts. OTAs are a contracting mecha-
nism intended to cut through bureau-
cratic red tape and fast-track military 
prototyping.

FARA — the effort to develop and 
field a new scout helicopter — is fac-
ing three major milestones in fiscal year 
2021, said Project Manager Col. Greg 
Fortier.

In March 2020, the Army selected 
Bell and Sikorsky to move forward in 
the competition. 

Throughout fiscal years 2021 and 
2022, both competitors will be building 

prototypes, qualifying sub-components 
for safety of flight airworthiness, and 
developing flight control and improved 
turbine engine integration software, For-
tier said in an email.

In April, the FARA abbreviated 
capabilities development document 
was slated to be presented to the Army 
Requirements Oversight Council for 
approval. Pending approval, the FARA 
project office will release the first ver-
sion of the weapons system performance 
specification in parallel with the contin-
ued prototype air vehicle development 
by both Bell and Sikorsky, Fortier said.

As the calendar year comes to a 
close, prototypes of two key systems, 
the 20mm cannon and modular effects 
launcher, are slated to fire live ordnance 
and other “air-launched effects” from 
surrogate platforms during Project Con-
vergence 2021, Fortier said. 

Project Convergence is the Army’s 
“learning campaign” focused on artificial 
intelligence, robotics and autonomy. It is 
held annually at Yuma Proving Ground, 
Arizona.

First flights for the competitive proto-
types are scheduled for fiscal year 2023, 
Fortier noted.

Bell is offering the Army its 360 Invic-
tus platform, which leverages technolo-
gies from its 525 Relentless program.

The company completed the final 
design and risk review in November, 
said Chris Gehler, vice president and 
program director for FARA at Bell. The 

company also received a “go” decision 
from the Army in November to contin-
ue with the program, he noted. Before 
that decision, the service had the oppor-
tunity to potentially offboard competi-
tors if they weren’t meeting necessary 
milestones, he said. 

The company is currently in the pro-
cess of moving some of its engineers 
from working on the competitive pro-
totype to the Increment 1 capability, 
Gehler said during an interview.

Increment 1 is the next phase of 
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building and design work for the 
companies.

“We’re starting to flow engi-
neers from our competitive 
prototype design work to the 
Increment 1 design work that 
really … transitions us into a 
weapon system,” he said.

Bell expects to conduct a system 
requirements review and a system 
functional review around June to 
fully kick off its Increment 1 prelimi-
nary design review, he noted.

Meanwhile, Sikorsky is continuing 
work on its Raider X aircraft which it 
offered for the FARA competition. 

“We are encouraged by our engage-
ments with the Army on Raider X,” 
said Jay Macklin, business development 
director for future vertical lift at Sikor-
sky. “A key part of those engagements 
has been to keep the Army informed on 
ways we continue to reduce risk for the 
program.” 

One of the company’s primary risk-
reduction efforts is the flight test data it 
receives from the ongoing S-97 Raider 
flight program, Macklin said in an email.

The S-97 Raider is an 80 percent-
scale prototype of the Raider X offering, 
according to Macklin. 

“Every time we fly S-97 Raider, we 
are learning and feeding that learning 
back to engineering [experts] to help 
validate our models or justify a design 
decision,” he said. “This flight data 
informs our design decisions, correlates 
our virtual prototype and enables us to 
experiment with the unique capabili-
ties” that the technology provides.

The offering has completed its 
detailed design phase and is currently in 
final assembly, Macklin said. 

“We are fully utilizing our digital 
thread and virtual prototyping tools to 

maximize the capabilities Raider 
X provides to our soldiers while 
optimizing the platform’s afford-
ability and sustainability over the 
lifecycle,” he said. 

Moving forward, the company 
is continuing to focus on analysis, 
technology and weapon system 
development in the joint all-
domain operations environment 
to build future vertical lift systems 

that are mission focused, cost-effective 
and survivable, Macklin said.

The Army hopes to field the first 
FARA aircraft in 2028.

As the Army moves forward with its 
new scout helicopter effort, it is simul-
taneously making strides in its FLRAA 
project, which is aimed at developing a 
platform that will replace its aging Black 
Hawks. 

In December, the Army released a 
draft request for proposals for FLRAA 
to Bell and a Sikorsky-Boeing team, said 
Project Manager Col. David Phillips.

“The Army has already received valu-
able industry feedback from the draft 
RFP, which has allowed us to continue 
to address program risks that industry 
and the Army have identified,” Phillips 
said in an email. 

Meanwhile, the service was expected 
to continue to execute FLRAA’s com-
petitive demonstration and risk reduc-
tion Phase 1 through March, he said. 

The service awarded Bell and Sikor-
sky-Boeing competitive demonstration 
and risk reduction contracts last year for 
the next stage of its FLRAA program. 

Phase 1 “focuses on transitioning from 
the joint multi-role technology demon-
strations to weapons systems through 
design and requirements optimization 
in a digital engineering environment,” 
he said.

Requirements for the program were 
informed by a precursor effort known 
as the joint multi-role technology dem-
onstrator, which both Bell and Sikorsky-
Boeing participated in, developing two 
new aircraft, the V-280 Valor and the 
SB-1 Defiant, respectively.

The Phase 1 effort “provides sig-
nificant risk reduction for the Army by 
completing requirements derivation, 
tradeoff analysis and preliminary con-
ceptual design,” Phillips said. “This, com-
bined with numerous other government 
efforts, will inform the final FLRAA 
requirements, acquisition strategy and 
program processes.”

The Army is also executing plans for 
the Phase 2, effort, which will result in 
updated designs and requirements to 
the subsystem to achieve a preliminary 
design, he said.

This will lay the foundation for a con-
tract award to a single vendor in 2022 
and the execution of a formal program 
of record, he noted. 

In January, Sikorsky-Boeing unveiled 
their team’s new helicopter offering, the 
Defiant X.

After garnering feedback based on the 
team’s original technology demonstra-
tor — the SB-1 Defiant — and working 
with the service to inform requirements 
for the new capability, Sikorsky and 
Boeing created the new platform.

“We have really optimized our design 
based on both the Army requirements 
but also [by] leveraging and building 
on all of the test data that we have 
that we’ve generated to date,” Heather 
McBryan, sales and marketing director 
for future vertical lift at Boeing, said 
during a January briefing with reporters. 

A few of the main differences 
between the SB-1 Defiant and the 
team’s new offering include: enhance-
ments that reduce the aircraft’s thermal 
signature and improve aerodynamic 
handling; tricycle landing gear to 
improve stability and taxiing in austere 
environments; and increased maneuver-
ability through flight controls integrated 
with autonomy capabilities, Macklin 
said.

The aircraft was “really designed for 
growth so that out in the 2030s as mis-
sions change and the threats change, 
there is that growth capability,” McBry-
an said.
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Although the aircraft will be able to 
fly farther and faster than the UH-60 
Black Hawk, the Defiant X shares 
enough characteristics with the legacy 
system to minimize changes required for 
pilot training, she noted.

Bell is offering the Army its V-280 
Valor for the tech demonstrator effort, 
which will determine requirements for 
the 2022 program of record competi-
tion.

“Bell came to [the joint multi-role 
technology demonstrations] understand-
ing that range and speed were critical 
aspects and capabilities of the future air-
craft for the Army, and so we developed 
an aircraft that would replace the Black 
Hawk and be excellent in the Army 
assault mission,” said Ryan Ehinger, 
vice president and program director for 
FLRAA at Bell.

Although the company leveraged 
its experience from building the V-22 
Osprey tiltrotor aircraft used by the 
Marine Corps, Navy and Air Force Spe-
cial Operations Command, the Valor has 

a number of differences, Ehinger said 
during an interview. (For more on the 
V-22 see story on page 32)

“We did a clean sheet design of the 
V-280,” Ehinger said. “It is a tiltrotor, but 
we’ve changed the configuration really 
to cater toward the Army assault mis-
sion with a straight wing, with engines 
that do not rotate, with large, six-foot 
wide sliding cabin doors.”

The V-280 also offers what Bell calls 
“360-degree operational safety” around 
the aircraft, he said. This allows soldiers 
to safely operate in and around the air-
craft while conducting missions at night 
and in visually degraded environments. 

“If you look at it compared to a Black 
Hawk, our rotors are higher, we don’t 
have a tail rotor, we don’t have a propel-
ler, so really from a safety aspect … it 
provides a high level of safety for folks 
ingressing and egressing out of the air-
craft,” Ehinger said.

The aircraft’s first flight was in 2017 
and it has since accrued more than 200 
flight hours during more than 159 test 

flights.
“We’ve flown with four U.S. Army 

experimental test pilots, and we’ve 
been able to knock out ... all of the key 
performance parameters that Bell had 
established early on in the program,” he 
said.

Some of those performance param-
eters included speed and range. The 
company had aimed for the aircraft to 
reach 280 knots, but it was able to reach 
more than 300 knots. 

“We’ve been very pleased with the 
performance we’ve been able to dem-
onstrate with the aircraft inflight so far,” 
Ehinger said. “Since that time ... we’ve 
moved on to more mission relevant 
maneuvers, deployment of a fast rope, 
executing swing-load operations, execut-
ing an autonomous flight, leveraging 
some of our software development pro-
cesses and ... leveraging the fly-by-wire 
capability of the aircraft.”

The first Army unit is slated to be 
equipped with FLRAA by fiscal year 
2030. ND
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BY NICK ADDE
Marine Corps Col. Matthew 
Kelly recalls being deployed 

to Iraq in 2008, when the Bell Boe-
ing MV-22 Osprey made its in-theater 
debut. Turned off by the aircraft’s sheer 
newness and casting a leery eye toward 
its tiltrotor design, flag officers and VIPs 
were nearly universal in their initial aver-
sion to flying in one.

“If they had to get somewhere, they 
said, ‘Listen — I’m taking my helicopter. 
I know what it does,’” Kelly said.

This changed, however, when they saw 
how quickly the Osprey could transport 
them from one end of the country to the 
other while flying as high as 25,000 feet, 
an altitude exceeding any threat posed 
by insurgents’ ground-based weapons.

“All of a sudden, the entire flight 
schedule was booked,” Kelly told Nation-
al Defense. “No senior officer wanted to 
go anywhere unless they could fly on 
the V-22, because it was fast and safe. It 
really opened a lot of people’s eyes, even 
without seeing it do its primary assault 
missions and what it could bring to com-
bat.”

A fixed-wing pilot by trade, Kelly is 
now the program manager for the entire 
V-22 project, with the Patuxent River 
Naval Air Station, Maryland-based Naval 
Air Systems Command (NAVAIR). As 
such, he manages the development, sus-
tainment and procurement of all V-22 
aircraft throughout the Defense Depart-
ment, as well as any present and future 
foreign military sales users.

With the aircraft having proved its 
utility many times over since its intro-
duction to the Marine Corps’ inventory 
in 1999, Kelly’s main job now is over-
seeing the shift toward its maintenance 
and sustainability and away from pro-
duction.

NAVAIR has received funding for the 
third and likely final multi-year lot, Kelly 
told an audience during a Feb. 22 vertical 
take-off and landing conference, a virtual 
event sponsored by The Patuxent Part-
nership. The production line will remain 
open for potential additional orders, 

Kelly said, possibly up until some-
time in fiscal year 2023.

Bell Boeing delivered the 
400th aircraft to customers last 
year. Its mission is expanding as 
new users come online. The Navy 
is planning to use the CMV-22 
variant as a replacement of the 
Grumman C-2 Greyhound for 
carrier onboard delivery. The 
service marked a milestone last 
November, when a CMV-22B 
conducted the first carrier land-
ings, take-offs and refueling on 
the USS Carl Vinson. COD deploy-
ments should begin sometime later this 
year. Additionally, the service awarded a 
$309.5 million contract to produce and 
deliver four CMV-22B aircraft by March 
2025.

Air Force Special Operations Com-
mand is using another variant, the 
CV-22, for long-range infiltration, exfil-
tration and resupply missions. 

As the Osprey’s initial customer and 
primary user, the Marine Corps remains 
committed to using it as the primary 
mode of speedily moving troops from 
ship to shore and into a combat zone.

The platform’s success has garnered 
considerable interest from international 
partners as well. The Japanese Self-
Defense Forces became the first foreign 
military sales customer in 2015, and 
began operations in earnest last Novem-
ber at Kisarazu Air Field.

“These [Japanese] aircraft support 
the United States military with multi-
mission capabilities,” Shane Openshaw of 
Bell Boeing said in an interview. Open-
shaw is deputy director of the company’s 
V-22 program, and Boeing’s vice presi-
dent for tiltrotor programs.

Two other nations — Israel and Indo-
nesia — are considering acquisition of 
the V-22, Kelly added.

As the Osprey’s maturation process 
continues, it is demonstrating the abil-
ity to perform missions that both meet 
and exceed expectations. Kelly cited a 
mission the Marines performed in early 
2020, to confront a threat that demon-

strators posed to the U.S. Embassy in 
Baghdad.

“The two Ospreys were the quickest 
and fastest way to get Marines into that 
compound, to ensure the safety of that 
entity. That’s precisely the mission we 
bought it for,” Kelly said.

Successes like the Baghdad operation 
worked to convince AFSOC that the 
decision to acquire the Osprey was a 
sound one.

“They knew they could use it for that 
long-range infiltration mission, where 
they’re trying to insert special operators 
either by paradrop or landing to a spe-
cific site,” Kelly said. “More importantly, 
they could then pick up and exfiltrate 
those combat troops quickly.”

Like the Marines, AFSOC has found 
the Osprey platform useful for rapid 
resupply of food, ammunition, weapons 
and several types of smaller vehicles that 
can fit in its cargo space.

As the Navy is in the early stages of 
incorporating the aircraft into the deliv-
ery mission, it too is finding new uses 
and advantages its predecessor could 
not provide, such as in-flight refueling 
capability. It can carry 6,000 pounds of 
cargo 1,100 nautical miles — enough to 
carry, for instance, an F-35 engine power 
module out to an aircraft carrier. The 
Osprey performed this exact task in late 
February for the first time, delivering a 
module to the Carl Vinson somewhere 
in the Pacific Ocean.

“If the V-22 has to interact with 
another ship in the carrier strike group, it 
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can do that too,” Kelly said.
The flight decks on a wide 

array of Navy vessels — to 
include San Antonio-class 
amphibious transport docks, 
Wasp-class amphibious assault 
ships and landing helicopter 
assault ships, in addition to car-
riers and littoral combat ships — 
can accommodate the Osprey.

Describing the aircraft as “a plea-
sure to fly,” Kelly believes he is echoing 
the opinion of other pilots in the avia-
tion community.

“I’ve flown it, and I’ve also flown 
the F-35 [joint strike fighter], so I’ve 
hovered in a fixed-wing aircraft and the 
V-22,” he said. “For as big an airplane 
as it is, you can control it with a lot of 
precision. It’s very handy when you’re 
landing it on board a ship.”

In airplane mode, Kelly said, it feels 
more like a C-130 Hercules and flies at a 
comparable airspeed, without the vibra-
tions and shaking of a conventional heli-
copter. The services do not keep statistics 
as to whether fixed-wing or rotary pilots 
find the transition to the Osprey easier 
to grasp, he said. 

“In a fixed-wing, you’re doing a lot 
more instrument flying. When you’re 
landing, you just need to look forward 
down the runway. The fixed-wing pilots 
tend to have an advantage there,” Kelly 
explained. “Rotary-wing pilots are used 
to looking outside and scanning with 
their heads a lot more, to judge your 
forward drift. They’re used to those sorts 

of tasks in the slower envi-
ronment, as you would 
expect. So both pilots 
bring different parts of 
that to the mission.”

With the Osprey now 
well ensconced as an inte-
gral part of the inventory, 
work continues on cur-
rent and future upgrades. 
Earlier this year, NAVAIR 
awarded an $81 million 
contract to develop and 
install modified nacelle 
kits and conversion har-
nesses for the CV-22. Sit-
uated at the end of each 
wing, nacelles provide 
housing for the plane’s 
key power and propul-

sion components. They also hold 
the wiring bundles that feed sys-
tems throughout the aircraft and 
serve the system that converts the 
Osprey from vertical to horizontal 
flight and back.

“Approximately 60 percent of 
maintenance man-hours are spent 
in the nacelles,” Air Force Col. 
Brian Clifford, CV-22 program 
manager, said in a NAVAIR press 

release.
Refinement of the nacelle design 

should reduce time spent getting repairs 
and improve readiness, Clifford said. 
The work will take place at Bell’s Ama-
rillo, Texas, facility. The Marine Corps 
and Navy also are considering the same 
upgrade.

A number of other major sustainment 
issues are currently on the table, Kelly 
said. The older Marine aircraft are under-
going a common configuration, readi-
ness and modernization program, which 
would bring systems on 2010 aircraft up 
to 2020 standards. The roughly 60 modi-
fications include new mission computers, 
a better weather radar and scratch-resis-
tant wind screens, he said. The handful of 
aircraft that have completed the process 
have demonstrated increases in readi-
ness rates, as well as a decreased need for 
maintenance man-hours.

Plans also call for an improved hel-
met-mounted display for the MV-22, 
akin to those available on other newer 
aircraft.

“We’re looking to use it for the 

degraded visual environment during 
brown-out landings,” Kelly said. “That 
[display] is going to provide the pilot 
with a ground reference and information 
that will allow him to keep his situation-
al awareness cueing, even when there is 
no outside visual.”

The V-22 program office recently 
completed an in-house study that 
analyzed sustainment of the Osprey’s 
medium-lift capability for the near- and 
mid-future, Kelly told the virtual audi-
ence. Based on its findings, the com-
mand planned an industry day in March 
to garner ideas. 

In the meantime, he said, the com-
mand has engaged in discussions with 
the Marine Corps about further improv-
ing survivability, and establishing the 
ability to operate an assault-support 
platform in high-threat environments.

“We’re used to going 280 knots,” Kelly 
told the audience. “What about 550 
knots? What does that buy us?”

As open-ended as this statement-
question is, Kelly and his colleagues 
believe they have a firm handle on what 
the Osprey brings to the table. 

“The V-22 is a unique aircraft. The 
speed, range, vertical take-off and land-
ing capabilities — no other aircraft can 
match those things,” Kelly said. “It suits 
itself to many different missions, and 
will continue to play a key role in the 
Marine Corps, AFSOC, the Navy, and 
now our foreign partner — Japan. We’re 
really proud of the work the pilots, air 
crews and maintainers do, and we’re 
looking forward to another 30 to 40 
years of flying the V-22.”

While the three aforementioned ser-
vices have found a place for the Osprey, 
the Army is considering a variant as a 
potential future replacement for the 
venerable Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawk 
helicopter.

The Bell V-280 Valor tiltrotor aircraft 
has undergone more than 200 flight 
hours in more than 150 individual test 
flights under a competitive contract 
during the past three years as part of 
the Army’s Future Long-Range Assault 
Aircraft program. Valor’s competition 
for the contract is Sikorsky-Boeing’s 
SB-1 Defiant helicopter, which closely 
resembles a conventional helicopter but 
is powered primarily by top-mounted 
coaxial rotors. ND
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BY NEAL W. BEGGAN
With cyberterrorism acknowl-
edged as an ever-increasing 

threat to national security, it came as 
no surprise when the Defense Depart-
ment last year introduced a more robust 
cybersecurity framework in the form of 
the Cybersecurity Maturity Model Cer-
tification (CMMC). 

Businesses must meet one of five 
levels of certification, with the new stan-
dard already required for certain defense 
contracts, while the planned five-year 
rollout aims to ensure that, by 2026, all 
government defense work will include 
the CMMC requirement, impacting 
more than 300,000 contractors. 

Preparation is the key to success. 
The sooner a company begins prepar-
ing for a CMMC third-party assessor 
organization, or C3PAO, to come in, the 
smoother its progress along the journey 
will be.

A major change that will affect 
companies is the requirement for com-
prehensive documentation and institu-
tionalization of the CMMC practices. 
Depending on the security level, these 
changes mean organizations must: have 
up-to-date policies; be able to dem-
onstrate processes that enforce those 
policies; perform procedures with the 
frequency stated by the policy and/or 
processes; and document evidence to 
show that they meet the expected cyber 
hygiene for the required CMMC level.

There are three main areas executives 
should focus on to ready their teams for 
a third-party assessment.

The first is to identify the correct 
level of certification. A company needs 
to identify which level of CMMC it 
requires. A lot of companies think they 
need to be at Level 3 when, in fact, they 
really only require Level 1, which is 
obviously a considerable savings on time 

and money. 
The jump between Level 1 with 

17 requirements, to Level 3 with 130 
requirements, is significant. Therefore, 
companies should look at their contracts, 
talk to their prime and subcontractors, 
and work out exactly which level is suf-
ficient for their business needs. 

At Level 3, not only do policies and 
procedures need to exist that address 
all of the requirements, but a company 
also needs to be able to demonstrate 
that these requirements are managed. 
A business must establish, maintain and 
resource a plan that includes all of the 
various domains and scope. 

For an organization to properly docu-
ment what they are doing and highlight 
how this meets the CMMC require-
ments will require substantial resources. 
Companies may need to invest in new 
systems and tools, or training for the 
individuals who will be responsible for 
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resourcing and meeting those require-
ments. 

The second step is to determine the 
scope for the assessment and document 
it.

A company will need to have every-
thing documented and all its ducks in a 
row for when the C3PAO arrives. This 
will minimize potential problems during 
the assessment and, as far as possible, 
ensure a smooth process. 

If everything is clearly documented 
the assessor should be able to imme-
diately see and clearly understand the 
level the company is operating at, why 
it has justified that level, and the scope 
for the assessment. The documentation 
should then go on to explain what is 
and isn’t in scope, explaining why some 
areas are in scope and others aren’t. 

As the scope increases, so does the 
level of assessment risk for a company. 
The more areas that remain in the 

scope, the more risk there is of poten-
tial failure. So, a key step is to correctly 
identify and include only the areas of 
operations which are absolutely neces-
sary to the business when it contracts 
with the government.

That means determining system 
boundaries accurately so a company 
knows exactly which parts of the busi-
ness and which personnel need to be 
assessed. 

A third tip is to determine the assess-
ment type. There are several different 
ways a company can be assessed. 

The most comprehensive is to be 
assessed at an entity level, which means 
that everything across the entire organi-
zation is subjected to the same require-
ments. This may not make sense for 
the majority of companies applying for 
certification. The costs of preparing will 
be prohibitive, and many businesses also 
carry out work in the commercial space 

in addition to government contracting, 
which would add unnecessary layers 
of administration to that side of their 
operations. 

An alternative approach is to establish 
an enclave where only the part of the 
business which is in scope for defense 
contracts needs to meet all the require-
ments, and the rest of the company is 
exempt. 

There is, however, a third type, which 
is the hybrid model. This would be 
where the entire entity might receive 
a Level 1 certification, and then there 
would be an enclave focused on defense 
contracting that receives Level 3.

Identifying the most efficient and 
cost-effective type of assessment will be 
of key importance.

A contractor needs to confirm and 
document these three factors as the core 
of its readiness program so that when 
the assessor walks through the door 
both sides have a clear understanding of 
where the boundaries for the assessment 
lie, particularly around what is in and 
out of scope. 

There needs to be agreement upfront 
on the scope, otherwise the assessment 
will not carry forward. To help achieve 
this, it’s important that a company 
chooses the right assessment organiza-
tion to work with. Picking the cheap-
est vendor is often not a sensible idea. 
Instead, the contractor should take the 
time to figure out who will be the right 
fit for it.

Companies can help successfully 
ready themselves by identifying key 
team member roles and responsibili-
ties, and also what will be considered as 
adequate evidence requirements by the 
assessor. The most efficient way to do 
this is by reviewing the employees who 
will be classed as the control owners and 
then actually testing the control require-
ments ahead of time, whether it is a 
documented policy or procedure or an 
automated control. 

This information should be organized 
upfront. For example, if the assessor 
comes in and says they want to test 
the wireless network and look at the 
wireless access policy, a population of 
wireless accounts and the configuration 
settings for encryption, then the com-
pany knows exactly how to demonstrate 
compliance and who is the control own-
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er for that part of the assessment. 
The assessor’s focus will span these 

three key areas — examining support-
ing evidence, interviewing the control 
owner(s) and/or testing the procedure 
— so a business needs to identify the 
right personnel to be in place and 
responsible for each strategic area in 
advance, to avoid a scramble during 
the actual assessment.

Meanwhile, thorough preparation 
will lessen the likelihood of any issues 
but there will still inevitably be some 
cases in which roadblocks arise. The 
CMMC Accreditation Body, which 
will oversee the new certification, 
has established an arbitration process 
that will allow for companies to file a 
dispute if they feel they have unfairly 
failed the assessment or if qualifying 
issues arise with the assessors them-
selves.

Areas of disputes are most likely 
going to be centered on the misin-
terpretation of the standard by either 
side. For example, an organization 
might complete a readiness program 
and their consultant greenlights a cer-
tain process or says, “You don’t have 
to do it that way, you could do this 
instead.” Then three months down 
the line during the audit, the assessor 
could disagree with that interpreta-
tion.

In addition, there will probably be 
some discrepancies about incomplete 
implementation of controls. For exam-
ple, a company might be 
carrying out only three of 
the required five controls 
and that will be an area 
they get picked up on. 

And, finally, there will 
probably be some disputes 
about what can be reme-
diated within the allotted 
90-day grace period. 

It’s inevitable there 
will be challenges on all sides until 
things settle down. If we look back 
historically at other compliance areas 
that have been introduced — the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, HITRUST, or 
various ISO standards — when any-
thing is new there tends to be a lot 
of oversteer followed by some form 
of correction as the new certifica-
tion matures over the first year or 

so. Companies should fully expect 
that to happen with CMMC but also 
understand that these enhanced stan-
dards will become the new normal 
when contracting with government 
agencies. 

While the Defense Department 
is leading the charge, CMMC has 
already started to appear in other 
agencies’ contracts and is widely 
expected to become a requirement in 
additional civilian agencies down the 
road.

Readiness is key to success and 
preparing for a CMMC will take lon-
ger than many businesses realize. It’s 
absolutely essential that they under-
take the whole cycle with real rigor. 
This isn’t a process where most orga-
nizations can see a contract hit the 
streets and quickly prepare and obtain 
the necessary certification in order to 
potentially be awarded within 30 to 
60 days. 

Best estimates are that the majority 
of companies should allow six months 
of preparation time — accepting 
there will be a spectrum. Some busi-
nesses will be more mature because 
of where they’ve operated and what 
they’ve done previously in adjacent 
areas of compliance, while others will 
have done nothing and be starting 
from scratch. And many organizations 
will be in the middle, with some areas 
of maturity but having not yet ven-
tured down this specific certification 

path.
The suspicion is that 

many companies are 
underestimating the time 
and resources required 
to prepare properly to 
ensure they pass the 
assessment first time, 
without recourse to 
dispute. Committing to 
approaching the project 

with the necessary appreciation of the 
required inputs will pay dividends. ND
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BY RICK HILL
n Media coverage and dialogue around 
cybersecurity are so commonplace that 
some people are becoming numb to how 
serious and pervasive the impact and 
damage can be. The cost of malevolent 
cyber activity is projected to hit $6 tril-
lion annually by 2021. The average cost 
to businesses that experience a data 
breach is estimated at $3.86 million. Can 
any organization afford that? 

The COVID-19 pandemic created 
massive transitions to remote work 
environments, presenting both increased 
flexibility and risk exposure, as demon-
strated by the SolarWinds breach and 
hundreds of other hacks last year to fed-
eral agencies, private corporations and 
individuals.  

Cybersecurity Maturity Model Cer-
tification (CMMC) is a crucial — and 
mandated — step for businesses work-
ing for the Defense Department. If an 
organization handles defense informa-
tion or controlled unclassified informa-
tion (CUI) — from data to maps, plans, 
models or manifests — CMMC relates 
to the business.

Certification could also mean the dif-
ference between company survival and 
closing shop as it becomes a key con-
tract requirement.

Determining where to start can leave 
even the most adept organizations in a 
holding pattern. CMMC is structured 
like a nesting doll with 17 domains 
containing 171 practices, divided by 43 
capabilities, categorized into five process 
maturity levels, which all culminate in 
one of five certification levels. 

Here are five steps that will help 
launch a team’s momentum in a strate-
gic direction.

Step 1: Gather your internal team.
Teams are the foundation of success, 

so know who is in your wheelhouse. For 
CMMC, this may include traditional 
cybersecurity-focused leaders as well as 
communications professionals, human 
resource directors or project managers. 
The project team’s structure is mal-
leable, and leaders know their organiza-
tion’s aptitude best. Start dialogue now, 

Some Preliminary 
Steps Can Pave Way 
For CMMC Success
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align expertise, delineate a leader, and 
host structured, regular meetings. Doing 
so will empower a team to take owner-
ship of the long-term process.

Step 2: Learn and keep learning.
When certifications are established, 

there is an information deluge span-
ning logistical necessities to infinitesimal 
“what ifs.” The con: information over-
load. The pro: information overload. 
Rely on your established internal project 
team to strategically read, review, inter-
view and attend webinars so you collec-
tively grasp the certification framework. 
Then, continue doing so as the frame-
work will evolve.

Defense contractors need to under-
stand the interim rule, NIST 800-171, 
which became effective Nov. 30, while 
also learning CMMC, which is rolling 
out in phases through September 2025. 
Each has already changed and is likely to 
continue doing so. Ensuring a team stays 
vigilant of new information strengthens 
its position. 

An important and sticky detail is this: 
any organization submitting bids for 
defense contracts needs to already have 
submitted their 800-171 assessment and 
should be actively closing their “Plan of 
Action and Milestones” — explaining 
why most organizations need some form 
of external expert support.  

Step 3: Find your holes.
Have you had a tire with a potential 

leak? The only way to fix it is to dedicate 
time to find the hole and determine the 
proper fill. It is mission-critical to discern 
a team’s capabilities, the certification’s 
requirements, and how the organization’s 
abilities match, and catalog gaps. These 
could be in a team’s knowledge base or 
in the deliverables it provides. 

With CMMC, it means the differ-
ence between small businesses earning a 
Maturity Level 3 or 5, which translates 
to viably competing for contracts and 
overall business survival. Sometimes the 
greatest knowledge is knowing what 
you don’t know. Just like the tire, the 
gaps can be filled, but you need to know 
where they are.

Step 4: Collaborate with external experts.
There is value in seeking external 

support. This fresh brainpower and 
knowledge can amplify your internal 
team. The key is choosing the right-fit 
advisor. Consider the following: Does the 
organization have a track record for advi-
sory services, and are they continually 
tracking this certification? For CMMC, 
cybersecurity advisory services actively 
monitoring the framework’s evolution 
make the strongest partners.

Does the organization offer fixed-pric-
ing structures? CMMC advisors often 

conduct initial assessments at small fees, 
then, similar to other certificates, cost 
estimates vary depending on the extent 
of collaboration.

Is there more than one estimate? Take 
time to review options. It saves money 
and confirms you made the right deci-
sion.

Step 5: Prioritize your approach.
Success takes time, perseverance and 

work on competing tasks. Focusing to 
achieve excellence in specific areas is 
more efficient than spreading a team 
thin to attain broad lower-level com-
pliance. If aiming for CMMC Level 5, 
consider concentrating on individual 
domains that need improvement and 
expand the breadth as each maximum 
maturity level is reached. This culture of 
excellence will institutionalize and per-
meate the broader organization, whether 
it is normalizing cybersecurity or another 
best practice.

No matter what certificate a company 
aims to earn, the key is to start now. 
Information is available and resources 
will be there as contractors craft their 
approaches. They may even find they 
are further along than anticipated. ND
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BY SUSAN WARSHAW EBNER 
AND ROLANDO SANCHEZ
n Controlled unclassified information 
(CUI) is defined, in part, as “information 
the government creates or possesses, or 
that an entity creates or possesses for or 
on behalf of the government, that a law, 
regulation, or government-wide policy 
requires or permits an agency to handle 
using safeguarding or dissemination con-
trols.”  

Despite this seemingly straightforward 
definition, identifying CUI has been 
a challenge for the government and 
contractors. This challenge has become 
particularly evident as the Defense 
Department implements its interim 
rule to the Defense Federal Acquisi-
tion Regulation Supplement to protect 
CUI through a mandatory Defense 
Department assessment methodology 
and through a slow rollout of its Cyber-
security Maturity Model Certification 
program.  

If the government identifies that an 
entity will receive, generate, or transmit 
such information, then the rule is clearly 
triggered. 

On the other hand, if an organization 
is not told that it will receive, gener-
ate, or transmit CUI, then will it still 
be covered by the rule if it uses its own 
confidential proprietary or trade secret 
information to perform? Understand-
ing whether a contractor has controlled 
unclassified information will be the trig-
ger for compliance with these require-
ments. This makes knowing what is and 
is not covered especially important.

The devil is in the details as different 
contractors take steps to parse out the 
nuances of identifying CUI. Current 
guidance does not necessarily provide 
intuitive solutions.

In January, the Cybersecurity Law 
and Policy Committee of the National 
Defense Industrial Association’s Cyber-
security Division held its third tabletop 
exercise, which took a hypothetical 
contractor, already in compliance with 
Defense Department cybersecurity 
requirements for protecting controlled 
unclassified information, and ran that 
company through some of the challenges 

of identifying it. 
One of the first lessons learned in the 

tabletop is that manufactured data cre-
ated from existing CUI is also likely pro-
tected CUI. The good news is that many 
in the tabletop audience were able to 
identify that type of information when 
they were polled. But as the issue moves 
from the theoretical realm to the practi-
cal realm, it becomes more complicated.  

For example, what if the manufac-
tured product is indistinguishable from 
existing commercial products? Is the 
manufacturing data considered CUI? In 
that case, the government may be willing 
to engage in a discussion on whether to 
exclude the product from being identi-
fied as controlled.

A second lesson learned in the table-
top is that the government’s goal is to 
define CUI uniformly, not just within 
the department but, eventually, across 
all agencies. This is an important goal. 
If a contractor has this kind of informa-
tion it will then result in an obligation to 
protect it. 

Not all controlled unclassified infor-
mation is alike. Some may be more 
sensitive and require higher levels of 
certification to protect against advanced 
persistent threats.

Unless a contractor takes the approach 
of addressing all data in all systems — 
across all its locations, subsidiaries, etc. 
— by complying with CMMC at the 
highest level, it may find issues arise 
regarding how to best set up its systems 
to ensure the level of cybersecurity 
required for protecting the particular 
type of CUI.  

The panel agreed that generic, over-
broad definitions of controlled unclas-
sified information are not helpful to 
contractors and they could lead to a lib-
eral interpretation of how it is identified 
and, consequently, unnecessary expenses 

to protect misidentified CUI. Conversely, 
failure to identify the information could 
lead to vulnerabilities and issues down 
the road. 

A best practice discussed was for 
contractors to ask contracting officers 
when they are uncertain about what 
constitutes CUI and whether it will be 
involved under their contracts. Contract-
ing officers must be ready to respond 
accurately and with specificity.

A third lesson learned in the table-
top was how to properly flow down 
the new DFARS clauses which require 
implementation of cybersecurity for CUI 
protection — such as DFARS 252.204-
7012, 7020 & 7021 — to subcontractors 
and vendors. The audience was polled 
and most agreed that not only should 
the clauses be flowed down, but that 
contractors need to be proactive at 
ensuring compliance at their lower tiers.  

In addition to provisions and due dili-
gence upfront, contractors at higher tiers 
should also periodically check on their 
lower tiers to ensure their compliance. 

The contractor should engage with 
their subcontractors and vendors early 
on to establish a proper understanding of 
how controlled unclassified information 
will be identified and what they need to 
do to comply with the requirements of 
the contract. This discussion is similar 
to the communication that contractors 
should have with the government on the 
parameters of CUI.

As the tabletop confirmed, the iden-
tification of controlled unclassified 
information will remain a challenge as 
the government continues its activities to 
implement cybersecurity requirements 
and to enforce these provisions.  

However, beyond understanding the 
definition of CUI in a contract, govern-
ment contractors should maintain good 
communications with government agen-
cies and higher- and lower-tiered con-
tractors and vendors to clarify what it is 
and how to identify it. This area is evolv-
ing and must be diligently attended to by 
contractors to avoid non-compliance or 
misidentification. ND  
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The National Defense Indus-
trial Association has held a 
series of webinars for its mem-

bers focusing on the latest news coming 
out of the Defense Department on the 
Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certifica-
tion. 

NDIA Senior Vice President of Strat-
egy and Policy Wes Hallman, Director of 
Regulatory Policy Nick Jones and Prin-
cipal Director of Strategy Corbin Evans 
led a webinar Feb. 18 and answered 
some written questions posed by mem-
bers afterwards.

The next members-only webinar is 
scheduled for April 15.

The questions and answers from that 
previous session have been edited for 
clarity and length.  

Any sense of how CMMC will be 
applied to foreign contractors including 
who and how they will be audited and 
by what agency?

It will be applied to foreign contrac-
tors that do business directly with the 
Defense Department or as part of its 
supply chain. The CMMC Accreditation 
Body is working to stand up Third Party 
Assessor Organizations (C3PAOs) in 
foreign locations to allow companies to 
receive certifications. It will likely not be 
a quick process, however.

Some international suppliers are hav-
ing difficulty getting into the Supplier 
Performance Risk System (SPRS) 
to register their National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) self-
assessment. Some requests have been 
sitting for many days. Is there a help 
number or help contact to assist with 
processing SPRS requests for suppliers?

The SPRS system is run by the Navy. 
A contact number is listed on its web-
site: https://www.sprs.csd.disa.mil.

How long is the process to become 
Level 3 CMMC compliant?  

It will vary per company depending 
on size, sector and current level of com-

pliance with NIST 800-171. For those 
companies that are in full compliance 
with NIST 800-171, it likely will not 
take much time to add the additional 
controls necessary to get to CMMC 
Level 3 compliance. 

Are “pathfinder” and “pilot” CMMC 
contracts different?

Yes. Pathfinders were conducted by 
the Defense Department and internal to 
their purposes. Think tabletop exercises, 
etc. Pilots will consist of all contracts 
that contain CMMC language released 
between now and 2026.

We supply raw materials — com-
mercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) items. 
My understanding is that we are not 
required to achieve CMMC. We handle 
zero controlled unclassified informa-
tion (CUI). Will we ever be required to 
become certified?

As long as you truly do COTS items 
and handle no CUI you will not need 
to enter the program as it is currently 
designed.

What is the reason for designating 
controlled unclassified information? Is 
it actually classified or isn’t it? If it is, 
why not just call it that under current 
classifications such as “Confidential,” 
“NoForn,” etc.? CUI confuses the work-
force.

It is not classified as it is protected at 
a lower level than classified data. The 
classified data protection requirements 
are much more robust than those being 
considered by the CMMC program to 
protect CUI.

Do you have to do a self-assessment 
for every contract that has NIST 171 
in it?

You should be able to do one assess-
ment that covers your organization. 

Does a subcontractor have to share 
their 800-171 self-assessment scorecard 
with the prime, or just confirm that its 
score is uploaded to the Supplier Per-
formance Risk System?

Just upload to the SPRS. Some primes 
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CMMC Special Report

may require it in the future as part of 
their subcontracts but it will vary from 
prime to prime.

The Defense Federal Acquisition 
Regulation Supplemental rules do not 
change the government cost account-
ing rules at all. So, is the opinion of 
the Defense Department’s office of the 
undersecretary of defense for acqui-
sition and sustainment relevant on 
allowability?

At this point the allowability of costs 
related to complying with the program 
are hotly debated. We obviously under-
stand that this has the potential to be a 
major cost for contractors and we want 
to ensure that the government under-
stands that and reimburses contractors 
for that cost to the fullest extent pos-
sible.

I was recently advised that if we sup-
ply COTS materials to the federal 
government or any of their primes, and 
we do not handle CUI that we are not 
required to be CMMC certified, or even 
SPRS self-assessed. 

We were under the impression that 
CMMC has to do with the transmittal 
of data, computer hygiene and process-
es. We supply military-specific adhe-
sives and tapes and we also convert 
tapes by slitting the rolls, which could 
be interpreted as a form of manufactur-
ing or contract manufacturing?  

We are not sure, but we believe that 
we do not handle CUI. A couple of our 
prime supply customers have asked us 
to plan on getting certified. Can you 
please advise?  

If you truly provide COTS products 
and do not handle CUI, you do not 
need to be part of the CMMC program. 
Military-specific items are a version of 
modified COTS and may need to be 
part of the program, but it is unclear at 
this point.

We are a manufacturer that handles 
CUI — mostly drawings — from a 
prime contractor. When we receive 
drawings and other related CUI for 
a project, our engineer creates a less-
detailed drawing in order to send 
instructions to a machine shop for 

machining the parts. The original 
drawing is never sent to the machine 
shop, but is our engineering drawing 
considered CUI? This drawing is used 
in order to program their machines.  
Has there been direction on whether 
machine shops will need to achieve 
CMMC? If so, what level?

Hard question. The two schools of 
thought are that CUI has to come from 
government, the other is that CUI can 
be created during the contact or from 
other CUI material. We’re waiting on an 
answer, too.

What exactly does the “pilot” designa-

tion mean? Does it impact anything 
tangible?

No. It is the classification given to 
contracts that have CMMC language 
over the next several years until 2026.

Are you saying that the self-assessment 
and SPRS submission is not required 
until such time you receive a new 
contract or subcontract or renewal? I 
thought the stated deadline was Nov. 
30, 2020?

Yes. There is not a requirement to 
upload your self-assessment into SPRS 
until you receive the amended DFARS 
language in a new contract or as part of 
a contract modification/change order.

Do you know if there is a central loca-
tion to see the schedule for the Defense 
Industrial Base Cybersecurity Assess-
ment Center’s assessments of new 
Third Party Assessor Organizations 
(C3PAOs)?

No. The schedule is not public. DIB-
CAC will contact you.

Is there a list of pathfinder contracts?

Not publicly.

If the contract is awarded prior to 
primes being able to discuss the CMMC 
requirements with subcontractors, how 
will the prime know if they will actu-
ally be able to complete the scope? Subs 
may drop out or not meet the require-
ment, leaving the prime unable to per-
form certain tasks?

This is an issue with the timing as it 
is currently understood. We have raised 
this question to the Defense Depart-
ment, but no answer yet.

Are you concerned organizations are 
not systematically able to adapt to 
these changes? Does that need to be 
addressed?

Yes, this is a major concern. The 
loss of companies from the defense 
industrial base may be a consequence 
of CMMC and is one we are trying to 
mitigate. ND

CONTRACT PROCESS 
UNDER CMMC

(AS NDIA UNDERSTANDS IT)

RFP is released — includes 
CMMC requirement for 

prime contractor

Contract is awarded to bidder 
that possesses CMMC level 

required by RFP

Contracting officer starts con-
versation with awardee about 

the CMMC requirements of 
their subcontractors

Prime contractor lets subcon-
tract to businesses that have 
the CMMC levels required by 

contracting officer

Subcontractors contract to 
2nd tier etc. with CMMC level 
required by contracting officer

Contract is performed
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COMMENTARY BY JEFFERY MAYGER
n Phishing is one of the easiest forms of 
cyberattack. With 3.4 percent successful 
phishing click rates, at least one person 
will click on anything. Eighty-one percent 
of hacking-related breaches leverage sto-
len or compromised passwords, according 
to Verizon’s latest cyber statistics.

Cyber immunity does not exist. How 
badly a company gets hacked depends 
on preparation, adoption of a security 
framework, and following best practices. 
A cybersecurity framework also provides 
a common language to discuss cyberse-
curity with all employees including those 
who are non-security versed.  

While excellent frameworks exist, a 
recent addition will have a significant 
impact — the Cybersecurity Maturity 
Model Certification (CMMC).

Granted, an audit spotlights compli-
ance with internal controls and acts as 
a checklist to validate cyber policies an 
organization states are actually in place, 
but audits also assesses that proper secu-
rity mechanisms are in place and that 
they comply with relevant regulations. 
Audits should not be confused with 
assessments. While audits check to see 
whether certain controls are in place, 
cybersecurity assessments evaluate how 
well controls manage risk.  

Since audits check controls, organiza-
tions need to ensure that their controls 
reflect best practices. From a security 
perspective, controls are the counter-
measures that companies implement 
to detect, prevent and mitigate security 
risks. 

Requests for proposals later this year 
will gradually mandate audit require-
ments and certifications. RFPs will 
specify CMMC requirements and com-
pliance will be a prerequisite to enter the 
bidding process. Information sensitivity 
exposure in the engagement, federal 
contract information (FCI) or controlled 
unclassified information (CUI), will drive 
the level of CMMC compliance.   

Level 1: Safeguard FCI.
Level 2: Serve as transition step in 

cybersecurity maturity progression to 
protect CUI.

Level 3: Protect CUI.
Levels 4-5: Protect CUI and reduce 

risk of advanced persistent threats.
Depending on the anticipated infor-

mation exposure, the RFP will point to a 
specific level. Organizations at Levels 4 
and 5 have higher cybersecurity maturity 
requirements and therefore should be 
better able to protect information than 
organizations at Level 2. That is the 
intent. Level requirements are cumula-
tive, that is, Level 3 also requires compli-
ance with Level 1 and Level 2 control 
requirements. 

CMMC groups the controls into 
domains. For example, the domain 
“Access Control” contains 22 controls for 
Level 3 compliance, four in Level 1, 10 
in Level 2, and eight in Level 3. In total, 
there are 130 Level 3 controls across the 
17 CMMC domains. It is anticipated 
most contracts will require up to Level 3 
compliance; less than 1 percent of RFPs 
are projected to require Level 4 or 5 
certification.  

A CMMC audit attests whether 
an organization meets specified level 
requirements. Organizations seeking 
certification must engage a Third Party 
Assessment Organization (C3PAO) to 
perform a formal audit. Upon comple-
tion of the audit the C3PAO issues a 
level certification based on the audit 
results. 

A number of unre-
solved issues are making 
CMMC planning prob-
lematic for members of 
the defense industrial 
base.

For one, there are insuf-
ficient auditors for a base 
potentially exceeding 300,000 compa-
nies. The CMMC Accreditation Body has 
been slow to train and certify C3PAOs 
and CMMC assessors.

There are questions remaining about 
CMMC applicability to commercial-off-
the-shelf products as well as applicability 
to subcontractors.

And there is confusion about reciproc-
ity with other frameworks/standards 
such as FedRAMP or existing audits 
such as those from the Defense Contract 
Management Agency.

Winston Churchill quipped that an 
optimist sees opportunity in every dif-
ficulty, a pessimist sees difficulty in every 
opportunity.  

One path forward is to incorporate 
CMMC now. The framework is read-

ily available. While there are currently 
very few C3PAOs and certified assessors, 
many non-certified cybersecurity profes-
sionals are already familiar with CMMC 
and available to assist with its implemen-
tation, potentially accelerating eventual 
certification.  

Under normal supply/demand condi-
tions and for a typical Level 3 certifica-
tion, organizations would incur certain 
CMMC-related costs.

Consulting costs to perform a CMMC 
Gap Assessment are estimated at 
$15,000 to $30,000; the pricing is equiv-
alent in scope to performing an ISO 
27002 Gap Assessment — 130 controls 
in scope to achieve CMMC Level 3 vs. 
114 controls for ISO 27002.

There are also costs for audit prepa-
ration. Estimates vary considerably 
depending on the organization’s cyber 
maturity and investments made in 
encryption, endpoint security, SIEM/
log monitoring and other foundational 
cybersecurity capabilities.

And then there are audit costs, which 
are estimated at $40,000 to $60,000. 
However, this estimate reflects consider-
able uncertainty as guidance on perform-
ing an audit is preliminary at best. 

Expenses should be recoverable based 
on contract type. For fixed-price con-

tracts, indirect costs 
would be a part of the 
fixed price amount 
charged to the govern-
ment. Cyber expenses 
may also qualify for the 
Research and Develop-
ment Tax Credit, which 
supports companies 

integrating new cybersecurity technology. 
However, seek professional tax counsel 
on whether costs comply with the four-
part criteria of the R&D Tax Credit. 

Will CMMC help? It is likely to be 
effective against some but not all threats. 
Even amateur hackers with rudimentary 
skills can wreak havoc using readily avail-
able attack tools.  

By following the CMMC framework, a 
collection of cybersecurity best practices, 
organizations can reduce exploitable vul-
nerabilities. ND

Jeffery Mayger provides cyber security advi-

sory services at Concord, a consultancy for 

information technology integration and secu-

rity services. He can be contacted at jeffery.

mayger@concordusa.com.
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n President Joe Biden on Feb. 24 signed a far-reaching “Execu-
tive Order on America’s Supply Chains.” The directive is an ini-
tial step toward accomplishing the Biden administration’s goal 
of building more resilient U.S. supply chains that avoid short-
ages of critical products, facilitate investments to maintain the 
country’s competitive edge, and strengthen national security. 

The directive imposes no new regulatory obligations on 
industry but rather outlines a process for federal departments 
and agencies to assess risks to supply chains. 

The first set of reviews focusing on four critical product areas 
will take place over a 100-day period, while the second set of 
reviews targeting a broader set of key sectors will be completed 
over a one-year period. 

The heads of the agencies and departments responsible for 
these reviews are directed to consult with outside stakeholders, 
including industry. 

The initial reviews are targeted at particular supply chains 
that presumably present higher immediate risk. Specifically, 
they focus on four critical product areas:  

Commerce: semiconductor manufacturing and advanced 
packaging supply chains. 

Energy: high-capacity batteries, including electric-vehicle bat-
teries.

Defense: critical minerals and other iden-
tified strategic materials, including rare earth 
elements.

Health and Human Services: pharmaceu-
ticals and active pharmaceutical ingredients.

The order also requires certain federal 
agencies to conduct reviews of broader sec-
toral supply chain risks and produce reports within one year of 
the date of the order. 

The topics are: Defense Department: the defense industrial 
base; Department of Health and Human Services: the public 
health and biological preparedness industrial base; Departments 
of Commerce and Homeland Security: critical sectors and 
subsectors of the information and communications technology 
industrial base, including for the development of software, data 
and associated services; Department of Energy: the energy sec-
tor industrial base; and Department of Transportation: supply 
chains for the transportation industrial base. 

The reports submitted for these sectoral supply chain reviews 
must include: a review of the critical and other essential goods 
and materials underlying the supply chain and the manufactur-
ing capabilities necessary to produce those materials; an assess-
ment of the factors that may disrupt or compromise the supply 
chain, including the failure to develop domestic manufacturing 
capabilities; and the resilience and capacity of the supply chains 
in the United States to support national and economic security 
and emergency preparedness.

The order directs agencies to consider a variety of recom-
mendations for ensuring a resilient supply chain and decreasing 
dependencies on foreign competitors, including: reshoring sup-
ply chains and developing domestic supplies; cooperating with 

allies to identify alternative supply chains; building redundancy 
into domestic supply chains; ensuring and enlarging stockpiles; 
and developing workforce capabilities. 

It is unclear to what extent these reports will be made avail-
able to the public.

Following the receipt of the sectoral supply chain reports, the 
assistant to the president for national security affairs and the 
assistant to the president for economic policy, in coordination 
with appropriate agencies, will make recommendations to the 
president concerning: steps needed to strengthen the resilience 
of U.S. supply chains; actions to engage with allies and partners 
to strengthen supply chains; reforms to domestic and interna-
tional trade rules and agreements needed to support supply 
chain resilience, security, diversity and strength; and education 
and workforce reforms that will strengthen the domestic indus-
trial base.

Biden’s directive does not revoke or supersede former Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s Executive Order 13873, “Executive 
Order on Securing the Information and Communications Tech-
nology and Services Supply Chain,” or the interim final rule 
that was scheduled to go into effect March 20 to implement 
it. However, given the scope of the reviews that will be under-
taken, reconsideration of the Trump administration’s approach 

to addressing supply chain risks in the infor-
mation and communications technology and 
services sector may be addressed. 

Although Biden’s order does not outline 
any immediate policy changes, the find-
ings and recommendations that arise from 
the review process could eventually affect 

a broad range of industries and sectors. The scope and effect 
of any recommendations is yet to be determined. However, 
because the recommendations will be driven by reviews of par-
ticular industries or sectors performed at individual agencies, it 
is possible that any future recommendations and policymaking 
efforts will be tailored to the specific industries or sectors iden-
tified in the order. Still, even this sort of “limited” scope would 
carry the potential for far-reaching effects on the supply chain 
management strategies of many multinational corporations.

Finally, the priorities laid out in the directive appear likely to 
result in actions that build on ongoing efforts to decrease U.S. 
reliance on adversaries such as China and Russia through poli-
cies aimed at decreasing U.S. industrial base reliance on adver-
sarial supply chains. 

The order also underscores the administration’s view that 
close cooperation with allies and partners who share U.S. values 
will foster collective economic and national security. It is likely 
that recommendations from the reports will include coopera-
tion with allies and partners as an important strategy for rein-
forcing supply chain resiliency in key industries. ND

Trisha Anderson and Susan Cassidy are partners and Samantha Clark 

is special counsel at Covington & Burling LLP. Ryan Burnette and Dar-

by Rourick, associates at the firm, also contributed to this article.

Biden Directs Broad Review of Supply Chains

Government Contracting Insights     BY TRISHA ANDERSON, SUSAN CASSIDY AND SAMANTHA CLARK



n The National Defense Industrial Association 
announced the winners of the 9th Annual Red Ball Express 
Award, which honors one industry and one government recipi-
ent in the field of tactical wheeled vehicles. 

The Enhanced Heavy Equipment Transporter team is the 
winner of the Red Ball Express Award in the government 
category. The team assisted U.S. Army Europe in shaping its 
validated operational needs statement to deliver 170 heavy 
equipment transporters to the European theater. 

The team was the first in the project manager transportation 
systems organization to utilize an other transaction agreement 
to quickly access and test new trailer designs capable of inter-
facing with the M1070A1 tractor while hauling payloads of up 
to 85 tons.

The team’s ability to procure, test and field new require-
ments approximately two years after concurrence with an 
operational needs statement helped close the payload, permit 
ability and force protection gaps of the heavy equipment trans-

porter. This greatly enhanced U.S. Army 
Europe’s ability to project power, reassure 
allies and deter potential adversaries. This 
effort led to millions of dollars in procure-
ment savings as this success was applied to 
the Army’s modernization decisions regard-
ing the entire heavy equipment transporter 
fleet.

Kent Shea, the Army’s program officer 
and product manager for heavy tactical 

vehicles, accepted the award on behalf of the team during an 
award presentation at NDIA’s Tactical Wheeled Vehicles webi-
nar in March.

The award in the industry category was bestowed to O’Gara-
Hess & Eisenhardt Armoring Co. LLC. The company has 
enjoyed a long and proud tradition of support to U.S. warfight-
ers through a myriad of ground tactical vehicle projects and 
programs. These armoring programs have a lineage that dates to 
the 1940s. Over the years the company has changed ownership 
and its name, but the dedication to world class armored solu-
tions remained the mission focus. 

The organization’s exceptional professionalism and selfless 
devotion to duty reflected credit upon them and were in keep-
ing with the highest traditions of the Red Ball Express Award 
and the tactical wheeled vehicle community.  

Michael Reynolds, president of the company, accepted the 
award. ND

n NDIA Connect, the association’s 
members-only online community for de-
fense professionals, has officially reached 
its one-year milestone. Since launching 
in April of 2020, NDIA Connect has 
grown exponentially in content, engage-
ment and value.

Having launched at the same time 
that professionals across the world 
shifted their business operations online, 
NDIA Connect has provided a unique 
and timely opportunity for members of 
NDIA — along with its affiliate organiza-

tions, the National Training and Simula-
tion Association and Women In Defense 
— to stay connected from anywhere and 
at any time. This networking and infor-
mation-sharing capability will continue 
to serve national security professionals as 
the post-pandemic business, government 
and academic landscape evolves.

With dozens of specialized communi-
ties to accompany the main open forum 
— also known as “The Agenda” — mem-
bers are able to converse, collaborate and 
share information with one another on 

topics ranging 
from cyberse-
curity and the 
space domain to 
international trade 
regulations and human systems.

NDIA encourages members to log 
in at Connect.NDIA.org and all non-
members to join the association to gain 
access to an entire network of contacts 
and communities in an effort to bolster 
national security and ultimately support 
warfighters. ND

NDIA Connect Celebrates 1st Anniversary

n NDIA’s Washington, D.C. Chapter has kicked off its annual 
ROTC Scholarship fundraising campaign for 2021 and is seek-
ing member and corporate donations.

The merit-based scholarships are designated for “high poten-
tial” ROTC cadets and midshipmen in the Washington, D.C., 
metropolitan area. Last year the chapter received generous per-
sonal and corporate contributions from its board of directors, as 
well as individual chapter members and non-chapter members. 

This year the chapter has committed to award 14 schol-

arships totaling $35,000. Seven 
individuals will be awarded $3,000 
and seven individuals will be awarded 
$2,000.

Contributions — both personal 
and corporate — are fully tax-deductible by law. Credit card 
contributions can be made at https://bit.ly/3kFoihW or indi-
viduals can pay by check. Contact Cheryl Luczko at cluczko@
verizon.net for mailing details. ND
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APRIL
6-7 
Integrated Precision 
Warfare Review (IPWR-21)
Virtual conference
NDIA.org/IPWR21

7-8 
2021 Insensitive Munitions & 
Energetic Materials (IMEM) 
Technology Symposium
Virtual symposium
NDIA.org/IMEM21

8 
2021 Joint NDIA/AIA 
Industrial Security 
Spring Webinar
Virtual webinar
NDIA.org/ISCSpring

13
Virtual April 2021 Procurement 
Division Meeting 
Virtual meeting
NDIA.org/ProcureApr21

22
Virtual Spring 2021 Integrated 
Program Management Division 
Meeting 
Virtual meeting
NDIA.org/IPMDSpring

27-28
Tutorials in Aircraft 
Survivability Webinar
Virtual webinar
NDIA.org/AircraftTutorials

MAY
11-12 
64th Annual 
Fuze Conference
Virtual conference
NDIA.org/Fuze21

17-21 
SOFIC
Virtual conference
SOFIC.org
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CALENDAR

INSENSITIVE MUNITIONS AND 
ENERGETIC MATERIALS (IMEM) 
TECHNOLOGY SYMPOS IUM

Register Today
NDIA’s Munitions Technology Division is about to convene 
a virtual symposium of thought leaders and subject 
matter experts from around the globe to explore ways 
of enhancing the performance of insensitive munitions. 
Through tailored sessions focused on topics ranging 
from energetic material characterization to insensitive 
munition design, attendees will have ample opportunities 
to share their advancements and formulations with other 
members of the munitions technology community—
all from the comfort of their home or office. Secure 
your registration online and get ready for this highly 
anticipated event. 

April 7 – 8  |  NDIA.org/IMEM21

We look forward to 
bringing together 

leaders in government, 
industry, and academia 
again to solve the most 
challenging issaues in 
national security.

To keep our community 
engaged, NDIA meetings, 
conferences and events are 
currently held virtually.

Visit NDIA.org/Coro-
navirus for event status 
updates.

 
Christine M. Klein
Senior Vice President, 
Meetings, Divisions & 
Partnerships

http://www.NDIA.org/IPWR21
http://www.NDIA.org/IMEM21
http://www.NDIA.org/ISCSpring
http://www.NDIA.org/ProcureApr21
http://www.NDIA.org/IPMDSpring
http://www.NDIA.org/AircraftTutorials
http://www.NDIA.org/Fuze21
http://www.SOFIC.org
http://www.NDIA.org/IMEM21
http://www.NDIA.org/Coronavirus
http://www.NDIA.org/Coronavirus


REGISTER TODAY
VIRTUAL  |  MAY 17 – 21

SOFIC.ORG

http://www.sofic.org
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AN ONLINE COMMUNITY FOR 
DEFENSE PROFESSIONALS

NDIA Connect is a member-only benefit that’s 
bustling with information, conversation, and activity 
stimulated by defense professionals from industry, 
government, and academia. Log in today to 
explore the platform’s various functionalities and 
contribute to our collective mission in support of 
the warfighter. From anywhere and at any time, 
use NDIA Connect to network with colleagues, 
collaborate on projects, and stay connected.

Connect.NDIA.org

NDIA.ORG/CORONAVIRUS

NDIA KEEPS YOU INFORMED ON THE LATEST 
INDUSTRIAL BASE NEWS RELATED TO COVID-19:

• IMPORTANT INFORMATION
• POLICY ACTIONS AND MEMOS
• RESOURCES AND DOCUMENTS
• EVENT UPDATES

http://Connect.NDIA.org
http://www.NDIA.ORG/CORONAVIRUS


64TH ANNUAL  

FUZE  
CONFERENCE
Continued Fuze Advancements amid a Global Pandemic

Register Today
In 2021, the Fuze Section of NDIA’s Munitions Technology Division aims to crack the code of fuze 
advancements—including their development, production, and performance—in relation to defense and 
national security within the time of a global pandemic. Accordingly, this event will virtually convene 
stakeholders from industry, government, and academia to advance the field and art of fuzing for the benefit 
of our current and future warfighters. Over the course of two days, attendees will network with fellow defense 
professionals from around the world, participate in engaging sessions, and explore the transformation of the 
theoretical into the practical. With its packed agenda and focused mission, this event is not to be missed. 
Secure your virtual spot online today. 

May 11 – 12  |  NDIA.org/Fuze21

http://www.NDIA.org/Fuze21
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SOF Lethality 
■ From small arms and related sighting systems to remote 
mounts for crew served weapons, Special Operations Forces 
are introducing and exploring a range of tactical lethality 
enhancements. 

Special Ops in the Arctic
■ Special Operations Command is focusing more attention on 
the Arctic as an arena for great power competition. What roles 
will SOF play, and what capabilities will they need?

SOFWERX
■ SOCOM created an innovation hub in 2017 to help solve 
challenging warfighter problems in collaboration with indus-
try, academia and government stakeholders. Since its creation, 
what projects and problem sets has SOFWERX set out to 
solve?

Intelligence Systems
■ Government agencies want to know what their adversar-
ies are up to. New technologies for intelligence-gathering and 
analysis can help spy masters and special operators stay ahead 
of threats.

Armed Overwatch
■ Depending on the results of an upcoming demo, Air Force 
Special Operations Command may soon begin procurement 
of a new commercially available, multi-role aircraft — known 
as Armed Overwatch — to replace its U-28A Draco manned 
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance platform. The 
command hasn’t ruled out procuring an unmanned platform.

Hypersonic Weapons
■ With the prospect of greater speeds and precision, the 
Pentagon is all-in on hypersonic missile technology. But some 
experts caution the tech may not shift the dynamics in the 
competition with Russia and China as much as predicted.
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Prepare for CMMC with 
BlueVoyant Cybersecurity 
The DOD is implementing a new assessment  
process for Contractors and Subcontractors  
to ensure sensitive data including Controlled 
Unclassified Information is adequately protected.
Are you ready?

We can help you with Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification.
Learn more at www.bluevoyant.com/cmmc
For sales: contact@bluevoyant.com | 646-586-9914
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